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Fences
 
effective
 
to
 keep 
homeless  
out of garages 
By Sallie 
Mattison 
Daily
 staff 
writer  
SJSU's  traffic and 
parking
 depart-
ment  
has  installed fences 
in the 10th 
Street parking garage this semester 
to 
prevent  homeless
 
people
 
trout 
uri-
nating and 
defecating there at night. 
The department has put gates on 
the stairwells and will begin enclos-
ing 
elevators 
in
 the garage to 
keep  
the
 homeless from 
"making them
-
se 
I % 
es
 
at home.'  said UPI) Chief 
Ric 
Abeyta.
 
Apparently homeless people 
climb  to
 the second  or third level 
landings
 to urinate or defecate. SJSU 
installed
 the gates to prevent 
access
 
to the landings 
after  the garage 
closes at 
night. 
"The priihlem
 
nov%
 
seems  
to 
he 
Abeyta said. 
Fences
 had heen installed on the 
first floor of the link 
Street garage 
last  spring, he said The 
garages  at 
Fourth
 and 
Seventh
 streets 
also 
have  
fences along
 the lower 
le,,!,
 
border the 
street. 
"It's my 
understanding
 that San 
Jose 
Slate  has 
always  had 
a large 
problem 
with 
the transient
 popula-
tion." 
Abeyta  said.
 "Santa 
Clara  
Street seems
 to he the 
center  of it, 
and the north 
garage  seems to 
he 
convenient
 to them." 
The
 gates seem to he working. 
The homeless
 do not 
appear
 inter-
ested 
in working 
to the other
 ga-
rages. Abe N. ta said. 
"Activ
 ities
 
such  as that, 
you 
just  
go
 where iCs
 convenient.
 he said.
 
"Since the 
fencing  
has 
been in-
stalled.
 those au is dies 
have
 
stopped."
 
The  
UPI) has 
not yet 
decided  
whether  to 
completely
 enclose the 
lower 
level  of all the 
garages. 
Abeyta said. 
"There
 will always 
be the prob-
lem 
of
 them 
sleeping
 or living
 in the 
buildings,"
 he 
said.  "Those 
garages 
has e riot 
had  that 
problem.'  
 
Project 
Reads 
gives  
students  a 
chance
 
By 
I.eah 
Pels
 
Daily staff writer
 
One of Connie Seholtes' 
young 
students 
walked  in during het
 1,,,t 
week of class
 and said. 
"Sex
 
is yt,ti, 
derful!  
Seholtes hesitated 
for  only a sec 
mid. She reached
 into her pocket.  
pulled out a coin and replied, "Well. 
here's a 
penny, you've already told 
me your 
thoughts.''  
As an SJSU 
student
 teacher in 
Project Reads, Seholtes faces more 
challenges 
than  keeping
 her 
compo-
sure. 
Project Reads is a program for 
"out -of -school, low -functioning 
adolescents and adults, said co -di-
rector Peg Reed. 
The students come front varied 
places, including California Youth 
Authority. Eastside Union School 
District, and private referrals. 
according  to the project overview. 
The program
 is also a training site 
for learning 
handicap  credential can-
didates attending SJSU. 
Seholtes, a 
graduate student in 
special education, is working toward 
her  credential after a
 
14 -year
 ab-
sence front
 teaching. She originally 
taught a 
fourth
 grade class in South 
San Jose. 
'You  can't tell 
these  kids what
 to 
do like 
you  can with 
a 9-year-old,
Seholtes 
said. 
Seholtes  has had 
difficulty 
learn-
ing 
the students' names
 because she 
only teaches
 
two 
days  a week and 
'You can't 
tell 
these
 
kids 
what
 to 
do 
like  
you 
can  with
 a 9 -
year -old.'
 
 Connie Seholtes, 
student 
she 
doesn't
 always 
have  the same 
group  
oh 
students.
 
Student 
instructors in Project
 
Reads participate
 in at least 
two 
hours 
of teaching time 
a week for 14 
weeks,
 according 
to 
Seholtes.
 In-
structors  can make
 other arrange-
ments if 
outside  commitments
 keep 
them from 
participating
 more than 
once 
every week. 
Seholtes  is responsible 
for helping 
students
 with their
 individual 
aca-
demic
 needs. 
Most
 students 
hope to 
complete 
their high 
school 
equiva-
lency
 tests 
and  increase
 their 
chances  
of finding
 
employment,
 
according 
to 
Marlene 
Dick, another
 program di-
rector. 
"The 
students tin  
the program)
 
have
 dropped out of 
school  
and  
are 
usually 
operating 
at a fifth
-grade  
les el.
 Reed said. 
Most of 
the  students 
were previ-
ously  in a 
"no  win" 
situation,  
according to 
Reed.  Either they
 could 
See 
PROJECT  page 9 
Body
 found
 near campus identified
 
Students
 
say  
fellow  
tenant
 
led
 
quiet
 
life
 
By 'Feresa 
Lyddane 
Daily staff
 writer 
' Phillip 6011.11110 \1:IS as quiet 
in life as in the %say he 
died.  
He 
was  so silent
 that
 residents
 
of the Sigma House at 279 E. 
San Fernando St didn't
 know he 
was dead until sev eral days later.
 
He va as a quiet guy.
 He kept 
tat 
himself 
said 
Dwayne  Cantrell. adn 
11111,,t
 
I,111011 
of justice 
major
 and 
ass,,,ima  
house 
manager  
SJSU
 students tOund 
Gordillo  
late 
Thursday
 
afternoon
 in 
the 
Sigma House across the 
street  
from  the Administration Build-
ing. 
The coroner's office said the 
cause of death has not been de-
termined  and is pending four 
to
 
six weeks
 of lab work. 
Cantrell had 
noticed
 the
 
odor.  
but thought
 the toliet had backed 
up. When the smell 
persisted,  he 
traced it 
to Gordillo's upstairs 
MOM. 
He knocked on the 
door,  and 
when no one 
answered,
 used a 
ladder to peer  
through
 the 
door's
 
transom.
 
There he saw Gordillo's body. 
curled in a fetal
 
position  
on 
top
 
of his bed. Cantrell said the man 
was 
under his 
carvers 
and ap 
peared to be 
asleep. 
"I pounded 
on
 his door again 
and 
yelled
 his name, Cantrell 
said. "That's when I started
 to 
worry 
He used his master 
key
 
to 
open Gordillo's door. When it 
was opened, the stench trapped 
in the SI111111 room 
escaped 
into
 
the hall and quickly dispersed 
throughout the blue Victorian 
house.
 
"The smell was 
awesome,  
Cantrell said, his face contorting 
at the memory
 of the stench. "I 
was shocked. I'd never seen 
any-
thing like that before.
Cantrell called the fire depart-
ment and police 
after  discovering 
Gordillo. 
When 
authorities  arrived, ten-
ants of the house and other SJSU 
students gathered in the front 
yard. 
Firefighters  
wore  masks
 
to 
guard against the body's 
smell.  
They also distributed 
masks  
to 
the tenants. 
Fidgeting  with his keys and 
the
 gold crucifix he wore on a 
chain. Cantrell recalled what 
little
 he knew about Gordillo. 
"He wasn't the type to social-
ize, he said. "We invite all the 
residents to our parties, but he 
just didn't join in. He just 
minded his own  business and 
never caused any trouble. He 
was just
 a nice guy.
Dwayne 
(7antrell  
covers
 his face 
with a mask 
to 
try 
and avoid 
the odor 
coming 
from
 inside 
the 
Cantrell 
said Gordillo paid 
his  
rent 
on time 
every  month 
during 
the  two years 
he lived 
there.
 
Cantrell talked to the
 tenant only 
when 
collecting  his 
rent.  
Front
 their limited
 con-
tact
 with Gordillo, 
other resi-
dents 
described
 hint 
as 'a 
chubby 111:111
 us
 
uthi hlThk 11 hair 
Kathleen Howe Daily
 stall photographer 
Sigma
 house where a 
dead  
hod 
y was 
discovered  
late Thursday afternoon. 
Gordillo
 
did not 
show
 any 
signs of poor  
health,
 according 
to Cantrell. 
"He
 was 
overweight.  
but 
that's  all that I ever 
noticed,"  
Cantrell said. 
The
 Spartan Daily 
reported  on 
Friday that 
Gordillo  was 37 years 
old
 hayed on 
information  
pro. 
sided 
by San Jose 
Police.
 Au-
thorities
 later 
reported  that 
he 
was 31. 
The Daily quoted a resident or 
the 
house 
saying
 Gordillo 
had 
lived in the house for five 
months and that he had joined in 
social events. On 
Friday Cantrell 
contradicted  that 
mtoorranon
 
Doug Duran -- Daily staff photographer 
San Jose city firefighters extinguish flames
 in a recycling center on Bassett Street 
Possible
 
arson  
Plant
 burns 
downtown
 
By 
Martin ( 'heck and 
Sallie  
Mattison
 
Daily
 staff 
writers
 
Billows of smoke led 
firefighters
 
and 
curious  bystanders to 
a two 
alum'
 
fire,  possibly caused
 by 
arson. 
at a 
downtown  
recycling
 
plant 
Thursday
 afternoon. 
The storage area
 of the plant ai 
201 Bassett
 St. was 
blaring
 when 
firefighters  arrived at the 
scene. 
according  to Deputy
 Fire Chiet 
Richard D. 
Wattenbarger.  
The 
storage
 area contained
 bun 
dies
 of paper, bottles,
 cans and 
plas-
tics.
 
'The worst thing 
we've got there
 
now is the plastics 
because they are 
toxic.' he said. 
'They're going tat 
have to pull out 
each
 of the bundles and take 
them 
apart,
 Wattenbarger
 said as
 tare 
fighters
 
sawed  through 
a chain -link 
fence 
to gain access.
 "It 
will
 take 
several 
more hours to put it 
com-
pletely out .  
At 6:30 
p.m,  the fire was 
well -
contained, 
he said. 
The  fire was 
reported
 at 6:01 
p.m., but 
firefighters  were already 
responding prior to the alarm coming 
in, he 
said.  "The fire 
station
 is only 
three blocks 
away.' he said. 
Annette Rodrigue/.
 a wire rep-
resentative for 
Manufacturing
 Tech-
nology ('orrxiration across
 from 
the 
'There 
was a 
large 
amount of 
smoke   
a cloud
 
in 
the  vicinity
 
of 
the 
parking
 garage.'
 
 
Bill 
Dugan,  
geology 
student  
plant, said she thought the fire could 
have
 been started by children 
play-
ing in the storage area. 
"The kids (probably) did it. she 
said.  
"They're
 always
 throwing
 fire-
crackers  around." 
She said that last year there 
was  a 
fire at 
the plant. 
"And three 
months 
ago  I 
called  
the cops
 because there must have 
been about 24 kids playing
 around 
there. she said. 
Bill Dugan.
 an SISII 
graduate  ge-
ology 
student, first 
thought
 the fire 
was at 
the 
Fairmont  
Hotel.  
'There was a large amount
 
rut
 
smoke a cloud in the 
vicinity of 
the  parking garage. I saw it clearly 
from Mcihniald's.'' He said he 
heard 
no firetrucks
 
Office
 
lends  
legal
 
help  
to 
students  
By 
Teresa
 I .y 
ddane  
Daily
 staff
 
writer 
Al Pere/ 
from 
the 
Philippines
 
dreamed
 
of becoming an 
Ameri-
can 
citrien.
 When he 
ran 
into 
confusing
 legal 
snags in his natu-
rahiation
 process. he 
thought his 
dream
 
might  not 
Cl/Ille 
true 
"I was 
confused about
 
what
 to 
do. Then 
I heard about
 SJSU's 
legal counseling 
service." said 
Pere/, 
a 
senior  maiming in 
graphic 
design
 
"It was free. 
so I 
decided 
to 
try it 
Pere/ was 
referred
 to a 
natural-
i/ation
 tau ei . and today 
he
 is an 
American  
cut  i/en. 
Fvery  semester. the 
Associated
 
Students 
Business
 
Office  
offers
 
free legal 
counseling to students.
 
This fall, set-% ices will he 
avail-
able beginning Sept. 20 
and 
continuing through the 
semester. 
Legal matters 
can  range from 
housing problems
 to a harking 
dog 
next 
door acsording  tat John 
Falcocchia,
 reXident  lawyer for 
the counseling service. 
Students
 must make 
appoint-
ments  iT1 person 
at
 the business 
office,
 
located  
on the ground 
page  V 
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Is 
San
 Jose 
growing up? 
Destination 
Downtown,
 the Transit Mall 
and
 Ilk. Convention Center 
all  
suggest
 that the 
message 
coming
 from City
 Hall is correct: San 
Jose is growing up. 
But despite claiming that 
we are a budding 
metropolis.
 se
 still 
have  thousands
 of home-
less people 
on
 our streets, immigrant 
families
 
that cannot find clean and sale living quarters
 
and a dangerous drug culture that pervades the 
city. 
San 
Jose's
 skyline may he growing 
taller. 
hut a 
city 
govern-
ment that tries
 
to 
create a Camelot
 
amidst  stunning 
urban problems cannot realistically  '1:11111 that it 
is becoming more mature. 
Mayor  Tom McFnery's determination to 
put the city on the map at times ignores drastic 
inner
 city predicaments that should come 
be-
fore prestigious new developments. 
Homeless  people 
can't 
afford a room in 
the 
Fairmont. 
And before we 
have another Destination 
Downtown, we need to see some determination 
downtown to deal sk ith the homeless, inade-
quate 
housing
 and frightening crack and PCP 
circles. 
It's time 
downtown  started 
really growing 
Editorial 
tp 
The not
-so 
great
 
outdoors
 
A herd of badly -dressed 
senior 
cittiens
 
roamed 
about the rows of recreational vehicles. Bocci
 balk 
clicked and beer -bellied men roared at 
dirty .tokes. 
As 1
 
Jr is
 
e 
into 
the 
campground.
 my 
sister  
and  
her boy friend
 is
 "Turn around and leave 
while  you still
 can " 
Too late. I had entered
 the C.111111111.12 /one. 
When
 I 
was  toe. 
my 
parents
 lowed
 
a 
camping
 
club.  
When I 
was f it e. camping was 
fun.  
I could get dirty 
and 
no 
one  cared. 
My
 ward-
robe 
consisted 
ot
 one 
pair 
of
 jeans. a 
T-shirt,  
dirty
 tennis stnies
 and 
for those  special
 oceas-
skins. no Mickey 
Mouse  
stii.it.luiit.
 
We had a trailer 
that
 
popped 
up
 into a 
tent.  
and at the
 time.
 ins sis 
ter 
and  I 
thought
 it %1
 as 
a , astle. 
Looking
 hack. 
it was 
much like a 
castle 
cold and 
damp. 
Dad  surprised the 
family 
one 
day when he 
came  home with a 
new 
truck and 
camper We
 were
 
moving up in the 
world  
ot
 
recreational
 
Nchic.le.
 
The camper
 had a hunk 
heti,  or so it was called. 
It was actually
 a place where you
 could lie on your
 
hack and kiss 
the 
ceiling  at  the same 
time. 
We 
reached
 "recreational 
heaven"
 when my 
parents
 invested in our 
current  fifth -wheel 
trailer.  
Dad quickly 
customfred  the rig 
with
 virtually 
every 
gadget  
known to man. The CB. 
radio  
was 
the first electronic
 toy. And that 
was just the begin-
ning. 
The 
trailer
 
now  
has a 
microwave.
 a VCR
 for 
the 
remote
-control
 
color
 television  
(necessary
 for 
Morn's 
addiction
 to  
'Dallas'. ) and a 
generator
 
to
 
power
 it 
an.  
But the 
added 
creature  
comforts  
can't  
entice
 me 
back 
into the 
camping  
scene.  The 
club has a 
deli 
nite
 generation
 gap 
ranging 
front  
middle
-age and 
senior 
citiiens to 
campers  still 
in diapers. 
Still. I 
On night 
I'd give
 it one more try. 
It 
was
 
only for the
 day,
 
after
 all 
I ignored 
my 
sister's 
%kat
 fling and plunged 
into
 
the sea of 
recreational 
vehicles in 
search of 
my
 pat 
ems
 
Sty 
shirtless
 
father  
greeted
 me 
in 
weekend
 
athletic  
shoes.
 
He asked 
me if I 
had  
gotten
 lost. I 
told  him I 
hadn't, even 
though
 I had. 
I wasn't about 
to 
tell
 
him  the 
intricate  
map  he had 
scaled 
out  mile 
by
 
mile had 
failed me. 
I barely had 
time
 
to
 say 
hello  
to Mom 
before 
Dad 
carted
 me  off
 to meet 
his 
camping
 
buddies.
 He 
introduced
 me 
as "daughter
 number
 one." 
The tel 
low 
campers
 asked me a 
variety
 of intriguing
 
ques-
tions
 like 
"Where  
do 
.tion
 go 
to 
school?" and 
"Where 
do
 
you 
get your hair 
Lill  
My 
question
 
was,  
"Who
 
are  
these  
people
-,
 
-
I 
stayed
 
for
 a 
gourmet 
barbecue
 
dinner.
 bil-
lowed 
by a 
camping
 club 
meeting Dad wanted
 
my 
sister  and
 
me
 stay
 
until 
our 
''big
 introduction
   
After 
making
 an 
appearance.
 
we
 said 
our  
good-
byes,
 
made  
a 
beeline
 
to 
the car and drove
 into the 
night.
 
We
 hoped 
Dad's
 
map  wouldn't
 lead 
us to 
an-
other
 
Camping  
Zone.
 
Teresa Lyddane 
 -xi 
4 a 
4 
-`1111,:ti 
 
Letters
 to 
the  
Editor
 
Daily mistaken
 
Lditun 
This letter 
responds
 to 
I isa 
Han 
non's Sept.
 In article
 on the 
1 ,\1 CI 
Hall bells. 
Ms. Hannon,
 
do I 
SOU fase a cops 
or any record 
what  soet 
iiit
 
!teeth,'
 
ven's 12th Synmhony Is it in 1-,s1CI 
Hall ' 
It NO. 
please
 
111101111
 
11111sli 
historian, tor it seems that the cunt] 
rally literate of the win lit are Under 
the impression
 
that  
Beethosen
 
died 
while planning only his 10th sym-
phony.
 
It" you do not 
kit e 
a 
cops
 
or
 it'
 
cord of 
his 
12th 
ss mphony
 . please 
be more careful nest time and don't 
display 
your  ignorance.
 
Incidentally..
 
'feedlot
 
en's 
last 
completed symphonic MOS einem is a 
piece named "Ode 
to 
Jos  
"ti
 
is
 
played every 
time the 
Ilk
 
iiipi-
Games take place.
 It 
goes  like
 this
 
dub, dub,  duh,  duh, duh,
 dui,. dull. 
dub,
 duh,  duh,  duh,  
duh,  dub, dub 
. . Said 
this way, 
it 
seems  like
 
Beethoven
 wrote this st 
mphons
 lust 
for
 the
 Spartan
 
I)ai I I 
NIesll't ir' 
Pat Bolger 
Senior 
International Business 
Experience
 not needed 
Editor,  
Last week. 
Kara  Myers' column. 
"Controversy, what 
contiosersy
 
(Sept. 7) suggested that it 
people do 
not experience something first hand 
(i.e.
 seeing "The 
last
 Temptation'')  
that they cannot 
legumatels
 pass 
judgment upon 
it. To applt this PT in 
ciple
 to every 
situation
 is 
dangew,,,
 
For example. must I experiment is ith 
drugs
 to find 
out that I can 
become
 
dependent upon them and even 
die 
as a result? No, I'd rather learn from 
people who have 
first-hand 
know  
edge and form my own conclusion.
 
Reporters have inters ICNA ed pro-
ducers, directors,  actors
 and 
movie-
goers about
 their
 
reactions
 
to 
"The 
Last Temptation" and  have
 let ealed 
parts
 of 
the mot
 le 
script 
It
 the 
media presents the truth otnectit ely 
as possible. why should one hoe 
to
 
see the movie to 
make
 a 
decision  
about it? 
However,
 the real issue is the
 
character of Christ. Myers said. 
"Perhaps they (the protesters) 
forget 
that Jesus was a 
man"  
is not
 a 
rea-
son, 
hut  
merely  an 
excuse
 to 
priultice
 
a !mole.  
Bakker and SV,;q_!12art's preaching? 
Jesus Yes. I'm 
mire everyone 
over -
It 
is much
 
easici
 
to 
liting  
down
 to a 
human  
leei
 and 
make  
looked these possibilities.
 
Everyone
 
him 
look like 
a blubbering
 speaker 
make
 
mistakes.
 Why were 
these 
or confused  person unsure it 
his 
three people punished and 
sentenced  
min mission 
Who  is,
 gild produce
 a 
to life' 
I heir Its
 es 
are totally 
ruined. 
1 tither Minds 
:tie  terrible things to 
waste.
 
mot le 
to 
-,CC 
is hat 
matjut  
King would hat e been like 
as
 a 
We
 
should  
e(nnpletely
 
avoid  the re-
Wornalli/C1  ' No one 
Why .' King 
is 
currence
 oh
 
these  tragedies. People 
the 
centerpiece  of the 
civil
 
rights
 
should  
start learning 
how  to
 
forgive
 
nun einem.  
and forget.  Isn't that
 one of the qual-
Wht
 . 
then.  
must  indis 'duals 1.1111 
Illes
 that
 make 
us
 human? 
per 
it ith 
the 
centei  
piece
 
ot t 'hos 
Danny. Stu 
IllellIS ' Once 
peOple
 le:111/e
 Old! 
Senior 
Administration of 
Justice
 
Jesus  is a 
perfect
 Ito 
son  
it )0d Ilk 01 
natei. they (Jocose!' that 
(hes ,ain 
IlleaSlIte up 
to his 
standaids 
Thus
 
people tind it soothing
 
to
 
c 
hang,:
 the 
character 
o: 
f 1 
Lithe! than Men 
own.
 
VV 
illiam  Isranga 
Junior
 
Political Science 
A.S. 
supported
 
Editor. 
I gas,.' 
ttill 
supppott  to 
the  As 
sociated 
Students  for then 
coma  
geous atoll m battling
 the CM.' 
chancel lot HONeS  el . 
-Mien seemed to feel that the gesture 
iv 
as
 
pointless.
 
Since we don't
 stand it \s
 
inning
 
chan,.e. he 
concluded 
NC Ilia% as 
well not es-en try 
Well. .10111111% 
baby. better drop out
 ot school
 
it In le 
you still can. Theie's
 no lite 
duel  
college  
tor a 
pessimistic.
 P R 
man 
Da% id lee 
Si'   
Industrial Design 
Deeds
 overlooked
 
Editor. 
What 
is 
Nmerica
 
,oniine
 
u'
 
When 
are people 
going to 
qop.' It 
happens over and 
unset 
aealll 
People 
in
 the 
land
 
ot
 
Iieedom
 
are 
abusing their 
own rights 
(lay
 Hart.  
Jim Bakker and Jimmy Sit aggart 
are 
NiCtIMS 
of this tiagedt  Thet all 
were 
respectable 
public ligmes
 
When the new, broke 
,ibout
 them 
"sleeping
 around," they it cie :Men 
ated and became disgracet ul Let's 
stop and think for 
a minute. What 
et er happened
 
to all those good
 
deeds they dud? 
Futhermore, did people stop and 
think 
what a good president
 Hart 
might 
have
 been 
or how 
many 
peo-
ple 
might
 have been 
saved  from 
Litter  
plagues  
campus
 
I dam. 
Fifteen
 sears 
ago. I 
graduated  
twin
 this 
unit
 eisity 
I Nas  
proud  of 
it. 
I 
still  ani 
but,  
wait 
a minute,
 
is 
this
 
the 
same  
place?  
The  
its tower  is 
still
 there. 
More
 buildings
 have 
been 
added.  
A 
parking  
garage 
or two
 have
 ap-
peared. 
Footpaths
 still 
criss-cross
 the 
inner law 
ns 
ui the
 
campus.
 
We are 
unit
 ersity students; but 
we 
carry 
the 
book  
bags
 of others 
who  
have 
gone 
betore 
us. 
We
 hold 
high 
the 
torch to 
help 
illuminate  
and  make 
clear
 the way
 
for
 
those yet 
to 
follow. 
I passed 
into 
the 
Student
 
Union  
building to return
 
several
 
tests,  in 
eschange
 
for  
others,
 for 
the 
coming
 
semester.  
This was
 a mistake. 
The moment  I passed
 through 
the 
doors
 
it
 hit 
nte. 
Trash.
 It was trash. Literal. all -en-
compassing  and disquieting trash. 
Yellow
 
plastic
 bags. 
from pur-
chases
 
!tom  
the  bookstore, crammed
 
in esety comer. Discarded brown 
hag lunches, 
cans, paper cups.
 scat-
tered pages of 
the  Spartan Daily, 
popcorn. you name it, the building 
had it 
This
 is 
the  Student 
Union? 
Where 
guest speakers
 and stu-
dents. alike. gather? 
You'd better clean up your act San 
Jose 
state.
 
A nortil of trash,  added to the 
cubit and stature of the
 commmenda-
hie state university
 system of Cali 
forma. and the standing of education 
throughout  time Is 
this to he our 
contribution and 
content?  
Mary I. Schwarz 
Graduate  
Gerontology 
?ROOF
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Speeding
 
6 
Costello.
 
inspiration.  
semester  
important
 
midterms
 
seem
 
Christmas
 
further
 
glow 
like 
us. 
an 
much 
way 
straying.  
way 
exceptional
 
and
 
what's
 
and 
through
 
without  
form.  
when, 
really
 
science.
 
that 
interesting
 
from 
taking 
dealt 
new 
the 
our 
areas 
broad
 
specialization. 
supposed 
without 
knowledge.
 
often 
varied 
surface 
exceeds 
the 
another
 
graduate
 
students. 
hack 
plan 
everything
 
the 
journalism. 
combination
 
and 
counselor
 
seniester 
"You've 
you'd 
through
 
school
 
6 
W 
Lk.
 inclineit
 
dt(Cmt'htethrwilolrykti)nug.
 I 
week.
it I 
don't
 kill 
you,"
 
sings  
Elvis
 
one  
of
 my 
prime 
sources
 
of
 
Not 
only  a 
working
 
week,  
hut  a 
whole  
lies 
ahead.  
In 
September.
 
with  
tests,
 term
 
papers,
 
projects,
 
and finals
 
still to 
come,  
three 
months 
like 
an eternity,
 It's 
difficult
 to 
see the 
lights
 at the
 end 
of the 
tunnel.
 
But
 we 
know 
the 
lights  
are 
there  
and
 even
 
into 
the 
future  
is the 
faint. 
hypnotizing
 
of 
graduation.
 
Obsessed, we 
head
 
straight
 
for  the light 
moths,
 
completely  
blind to 
what's
 around
 
Anything 
we 
pass  
along
 the
 
way 
is seen
 as 
obstacle 
we must 
clear  
without
 
losing  too 
speed. The trick
 is 
to 
discover
 the fastest 
through
 the 
college  
maze. 
without
 
But any
 rodent
 can 
learn  
how
 to 
find
 its 
through
 a 
Ma/C.  It 
takes a 
truly  
rat
 to take 
the scenic
 route, 
or stop 
gnaw a 
hole in a 
wall just 
to find out
 
on the other side. 
It's too
 
easy to follow course 
requirements
 
get 
passing
 
grades.
 And 
it's  too 
easy
 to go 
one's
 entire
 
uni  
\ ersity 
education
 
discovering
 the
 
.ioy of 
learning.
 
Last
 week,
 while 
preparing 
my 
graduation
 
application.
 I realized
 that a 
misinformed
 
counselor
 had given
 me the 
wrong  
major
 
As a 
result.  I had 
taken a 
sociology
 class 
according
 to the revised 
requirements.
 I 
needed 
another  three 
units  of 
political
 
At first. I 
was  upset: "You 
mean 1 took 
class for 
nothing?" That 
the  class was 
seemed 
unimportant.
 I had deviated 
the straight line and 
would  have to pay by 
IS 
units  the next semester. 
Later.  
I reconsidered. 
The  course, 
which
 
with
 social problems.
 introduced me to 
ideas.
 And as long as 
I learned something,
 
time 
spent wasn't wasted. 
The urgency
 many of us 
feel  to get on 
with  
careers
 is restricting us from
 exploring 
not 
directly  related to our 
majors.  But a 
education would benefit 
a person
 of any 
General  education 
requirements  are 
to 
ensure that no one graduates
 
at 
least  sonic 
amount
 of common 
Unfortunately,
 these classes are 
huge, 
overcrowded
 and
 
oversimplified.  
Because 
they
 are directed
 at students
 trnin 
backgrounds,
 they barely 
scratch the 
of
 topics. Often. the 
skill  level never 
basic  high school 
standards.  Again. 
object is 
to herd you 
through so you can get 
scribble on your 
transcript.  
Still. I must 
admit that I too want
 to 
as soon as possible. As most 
I need to 
start making money to pay 
my 
debts.
 Once 
I have a job. though. I 
to go to night school and learn 
about 
I'm interested in that didn't fit 
into  
requirements  for a bachelor's degree in 
I plan to study a completely senseless 
of anthropology,  
physics, music 
literature that would make any academic 
cringe. 
But first, there's a working 
week  and a fall 
to deal with. And, as Costello says.
 
got to 
do 
it
 till 
you're  through
 it so 
better get 
to it.  
Open 
Invitation  
The
 Spartan 
Daily 
would  like 
to ex-
tend
 an 
invitation  to 
our on 
campus  read-
ers. 
A 
ht -monthly 
feature
 on the Forum
 
page
 this 
semester
 "Campus
 Voice" 
will  
be your 
opportunity  to 
speak 
out 
in the 
Daily  on 
issues  
concerning  
the campus
 
community.
 
Columns
 
should  be 
typed,
 double
 
spaced and 
approximately
 2-3 
pages
 long. 
Submissions
 
must
 
include
 
author's  
name, 
major or 
occupation.
 
address
 and 
phone  
number.
 
Columns 
can be 
on any 
topic. 
How-
ever,  
personal
 
attacks
 and 
columns  
in poor 
taste  will 
not be 
published.
 All 
columns  
will he 
edited 
for  length 
or libel. 
Submit 
columns  
to
 the 
Daily  office 
in 
Dwight  
Bentel  Hall.
 
Forum
 
Policy
 
The 
Spartan
 
Daily  
wants  
your 
com-
ments,  
criticisms
 
and  
suggestions,
 in 
the  
form 
of 
eloquent
 
letters
 
to the
 
editor.  
These  
can 
be on 
any 
topic.
 
However
 
per-
sonal
 
attacks
 
and  
letters  
in poor
 taste
 will
 
not
 he 
published.
 
Letters
 
must 
bear the
 
writer's
 
name,
 
major,
 phone
 
number
 and
 class
 level.
 
Deliver
 letters to the 
Daily  
office
 on 
the 
second  floor of 
Dwight  
Bentel
 
Hall
 or 
to 
the
 
Student  
Union  
information
 
desk.  
 
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North
 
calls  for 
Americans  
to 
extend
 Reagan
 legacy 
SAN
 
FRANCISCO
 
(AP)  
America  
will  
decide  this fall ei-
ther 
to 
continue
 the 
Reagan era of 
strength
 
and  prosperity
 or 
return
 
to 
a 
troubled
 
time  when the
 Da -
ion 
s 
will  
faltered.  Oliver North 
said
 
"Nations,
 
like
 individuals,
 
begin  to die 
when faith 
dies. And 
in 
those
 
dark  days of the 1970s,  
we 
did
 
indeed
 - as
 individuals 
and as 
a 
nation  - 
die  a 
little,'' 
North
 
told  
a followers 
of econo-
mist
-author  Howard J. Ruff 
Thursday
 night.
 
The
 
retired  
U.S. Marine lieu-
tenant
 
colonel,  now awaiting trial 
in 
connection  with 
the  Iran -Con-
tra 
affair, 
urged 
an enthusiastic 
audience
 of about 2,300 to sup-
port 
the 
Republican  ticket
 in No-
vember 
without  mentioning
 the 
name
 
of 
the 
party's 
presidential  
candidate.
 
"This 
is not
 an election
 of 
who  
has 
the 
bigger  set of shoes, who's 
taller, who's
 shorter, has
 bigger 
eyebrows, 
who has more 
cha-
risma 
or 
character  
or compe-
tence.- North said. 
"This  is the 
year in 
which  we will decide
 the 
direction
 this nation  takes... 
In a 
wide-ranging  45
-minute 
talk to 
an enthusiastic 
audience. 
North 
described
 himself as 
"un-
abashedly 
and unashamedly'
 a 
man who 
behest!s iii the 
conser-
vative
 values of America.**
 
North 
extolled  
traditional  val-
ues of family, free enterprise, pa-
triotism and stressed the
 impor-
tance
 of a strong defense and 
vigilance 
against
 communism. 
America, under previous 
ad-
ministrations. had a troubled 
economy, watched communism 
spread and allowed its young men 
to be killed and maimed
 in Viet-
nam "for 
nought"
 when it lost 
the will to continue the war. 
North said. 
Although
 he did not mention
 
Vice 
President  George Bush. 
North did
 critici/e Bush's Demo-
cratic
 
mill.  
Massachusetts  
Gov. 
Michael  Dukakis. 
North said it 
was appropriate 
the  Democrats 
held their 
1988
 
convention  in At-
lanta.
 the setting 
for  "Gone 
With
 
Wind" and 
alluded  to the mov-
ie's 
niost famous line.
 
SpartaGuide
 
SpartaGuide
 
is a daily calendar 
br 
SJ.S7  student,
 .faculty and staff 
organizations.
 hems
 
may 
be 
sub-
mitted on .1Orms in the Daily allitv. 
Dwight
 Hemel 
Hall  
Room
 208, but 
will 
not 
be accepted  
over the phone. 
Deadline or the nest day's publica-
tion is noon. 
TODAY  
United 
Campus  
Christian
 Min-
istry: Prayer 
Group.  3:30 p.m.. 
300 
South 10th St. For information call 
298-0204. 
SJSU Film Production Club: 
Meeting. 2 p.m.. 
Hugh
 Gillis Hall 
Room 222. For 
information
 call 
924-
4571.
 
Spartan Oriocci: Pizza 
night.
 7 
p.m.. Pizza Hut, 1655 
Tully  Road. 
For information cal 971-7806. 
Bible Study: 
Needs,  relationships. 
hurls,  
desires  discussed, 7 
p.m.. 
Campus
 Ministry Center, 300 
South  
10th St. For 
information
 call 297-
7506.
 
A.S. Intercultural 
Steering  Com-
mittee: International
 Food Bazaar 
applications.
 A.S. Business
 Office. 
For information call 924-6255. 
Spartan
 Review: 
Meeting,  1:30 
p.m..
 S.U. Pacheco Room.
 For in-
formation call 275-6498. 
TUESDAY 
Tae 
Kvson  Do: Meeting, 2:45 
p.m.,  
Spartan 
Complex Room 202. 
For  in-
formation call 
258-98(X).  
Golden Key Honor Society: Meet-
ing. 6 p. in. , S.U. 
Montalvo Room. 
For information call (415)
 651-2902. 
Campus
 Crusade 
for  Christ: 
Tues-
day  Night 
Live,  6:15 
p.m..  S.U. 
Costanoan
 Room. For 
information 
call 294-4249. 
Spartan 
Softball:  Meeting, 3 
p.m 
Spartan 
Complex
 Room 77. For
 in 
formation call 
924-1253. 
Campus
 Ministry 
Center:
 Bible 
Study.
 noon, 
S.U.
 Montalvo 
Room.  
For 
information
 call 
298-0204.
 
Chemistry  
Department:  
SCIDDIAI  
"Plastic 
Batteries,  Organic 
Condlic 
tors and 
Organic
 
Ferromagric
 
1..  
4:3(1 p.m., Duncan
 Hall Rooni 137') 
For 
information 
call  924-5(88). 
Track 
Club: 
Meeting.  
p.m.. 
South 
Campus 
Track,
 Room 
137  
For 
information  call 779-3925. 
A.S. Intercultural 
Steering  Com-
mittee: 
Deadline
 for International
 
Food 
Bazaar applications.
 A.S. 
Business
 Office. 
For  information 
call
 924-6255. 
Flying Twenty: 
Meeting,  7:30 p.m. 
Fur information call 927-1988. 
Asian 
American  Christian 
Fellowship:  Meeting. 7 p.m.. S.0 
Costanoan
 Room. For information
 
call 
293-0932.  
Faculty
 Book 
'ralks:  
Professor
 
George
 Moore reviewing 
Theroux's
 
"Riding the
 Iron Rooster.**  
I 
2:30
 
p.m.. University 
Club  at Eighth and 
San Salvador 
streets. For informa-
tion 
call
 924-5545.
 
Germania Club: 
Meeting,  German 
movie. 
German  card 
games, 6:30
 
p.m., Das Haws. 
499 South Fifth St.
 
Career 
Planning  and 
Placement:  
Career 
Fxploration
 Da  s.. 
10
 a.m.-3 
p.m. Foi information
 call 
924-6033
 
WEDNESDAY
 
Counseling 
tiers, kes: 
Alcoholics  
Anonymous
 Meeting. 11:30 a.m..
 
Campus 
Ministry
 Center. 
3(X)
 South 
10th St. 
For information
 call 924-
5910.  
SJSU 
Women's Council: 
"Getting 
to Know Us- 
featuring Arlene Oker 
lund. noon. 
International  Center ut 
1 1 
th and San 
Salvador  streets.
 Foi 
information
 call 
298-0204. 
THURSDAY
 
GALA: 
Meeting. 4:30
 p.m., SA' 
Guadalupe
 
ROOM. For information
 
call  
293-5273.
 
Angel
 Flight: 
Meeting.  6 
p.m.. 
S.U. 
Montalvo  
Room.
 For informa-
tion call 
779-3925.  
Christian Science
 College 
Organi-
zation:  
Meeting,
 3:30 
p.m.. S.1." 
Montalvo
 Room. 
B/PA A: 
Presentation
 
skills  
workshop 
by
 Dr. Jack 
Kemp,
 
() 
p m , S 
I..\lmaden  
Room. 
FRIDAY
 
inancial  
Management
 -ssoe.: 
Night, 6 p.m..
 Round Table
 
Pizza 
Parlour  at 
Saratoga
 and 
Moor
 
park 
avenues.  For 
information 
call  
248-3(1)4
 
Correction
 
In Wednesday's 
Spartan  Dailx. 
It was reported that 
the  Washing-
ton Square Credit Union offered  a 
10.1 percent 
interest rate on cer 
tificates
 of 
desposit, however,
 
7.6 percent.
 The credit union
 is 
also  
not  
open  On 
Fridays.
 hut 
rather 
Thursday  s trom 
10 
a.m. 
to
 
3 
p.m.  
Spartan
 
Daily  
Serving the San
 Jose State 
University 
Community  
Since 1934 
(UCPS 
509-480) 
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SHOO 
1986 tax
 
bill  
ruled
 
unconstitutional
 
SANTA ANA (AP) A state 
ap-
pellate court 
has overturned 
Proposi-
tion 
62. the 1986 initiative 
spon-
sored
 by Howard Jarvis that 
require,
 
%titers  to approve 
all taxes 
imposed 
by local
 goveniments. 
In 
declaring  
the measure 
unconsti-
tutional. the 4th District Court tit 
Appeal 
ruled Thursday 
that 
requiring
 
voter appros
 al constitutes a 
"gross  
interference
 with the fiscal 
responsi-
billy of local governments.'* 
"It's
 a sad day for the California 
taxpayer.-
 said Joel Fox,
 a spokes-
man for the California Tax 
Reduc-
tion Movement in Los 
Angeles.  The 
'It's a 
sad day 
for  the 
California
 
taxpayer.'
 
- Joel 
Fox, 
spokesman
 for 
California  
Tax 
Reduction
 
Movement
 
anti -tax group campaigned for Prop-
osition 62 after 
Jarvis died of a blood 
disease  on Aug. 12, 1986. 
The appellate court reversed 
a de-
cision by  
a 
Santa Ana Superior Court 
judge in January . who upheld Propo-
sition 62 
agaiiii  
a legal challenge 
brought by the city of Westminster, 
saying the measure was 
"constitu-
tional and enforceable.   
The initialise sponsored
 by 
Jarvis,
 
the self-sts led 
tax reformer. requires 
kcal
 governmental agencies to stop 
collecting any new tax imposed after 
SF 
Sheriff
 
hires
 
sexually
 indiscreet  
cops 
SAN FRANCISCO (API - The 
San Francisco Sheriff's Department 
hired two
 
former  city police officers
 
who were fired after the Police Com-
mission found they had committed
 
"sexual 
indiscretions." 
Edward
 Ruppenstein and Jesse 
0. 
Beeson were hired by the Sheriffs
 
Department on Aug. 9. 
Ruppenstein was
 fired for in-
volvement 
in the 1984 
Rathskeller 
restaurant 
incident,
 where police 
al-
legedly arranged for a 
prostitute to 
commit a 
public  sex act with 
a police 
recruit during a 
rowdy party. 
He was described as the architect 
of the party because he collected 
money for the
 act. 
Beeson 
was  fired 
in 
1986 tin 
Fast 
Copies
 
kinkoss  
the copy 
center
 
481 E 
SAN 
CARLOS  
OPEN
 7 DAYS 
295-5511
 
charges that he
 was insolsed 
in
 a 
public sexual 
incident  in Golden 
Gate 
Park. Two officers
 saw the off -
duty
 Beeson in the
 park engaged 
in a 
sex act with
 a male 
friend.
 
The Sheriff's Department de-
fended
 the hiring of the 
former  po-
lice officers. 
Spokesman  Ray Tow-
bis said they 
had responsible jobs 
since
 the incidents, and questioned 
how long the 
mistakes  should haunt 
the 
men.  
"Both Rubenstein and Beeson .. 
went
 through an 
extensive  
back-
ground 
investigation
 
and 
were ap-
pointed from a 
('is
 Service list  
Towbis said. 
Towbis also explained
 that both 
men 
got high references from 
their 
former
 employers.  
Beeson  was  a 
se-
curity
 officer Fir Superior Court 
in
 
San Francisco 
and Ruppenstein 
headed sestims at a large clothing 
firm,  he said 
America&  
Dining*Thr
 
A NEW CONCEPT IN HOME FOOD 
DELJVERY IS LOOKING FOR 
MOTIVATED EMPLOYEES TO FILL 
POSITIONS AT OUR NEW 
COMMISSARY!
 
WAREHOUSE PERSON
 
Full and part time 
TELEMARKETING REPR ES ENTIV E 
Full and part urne 
DRIVER SERVER Full and part time 
SALAD PREPARATION 
Full and part time 
PREPARATION ASSISTANT 
Full and part time 
Advancment opportunities!
 
Call
 for Interview (408)294-9540 
American Dining
 In! is an 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
July 
31, 1985. unless it is approved 
by the 
voters
 by 
Nos 
5. 
19814.  
Javis 
drafted
 
Proposition  62 
%ese  
ral  ths before he died He 
said it 
was needed 
to plug loopholes in the 
the landmark
 
Proposition 
13. the 
statewide
 
initiative  passed 
in 
197X
 
that 
Jars
 is backed and 
which sharpls 
curtailed 
property
 taxes. 
Agencies  
that
 fail to 
comply 
with  
Proposition 62 face the 
loss
 of an 
equisalent amount
 of property tax
 
re% 
CDUI:  
Westminster  is among
 45 munici-
palities in 
California  that faced a po-
tential loss of property tax 
revenue  
under the measure, state and 
county  
officials said. 
The 
unanimous  
appellate  court
 
ruling,
 which was
 written 
by
 Justice 
Thomas 
F ('rushy
 
Jr..
 found 
that 
Westinin
 stet 
titis 
Juthonty 
to 
impose
 
a utility 
users  tax 
without
 a citywide 
some.
 
.City  
Manage'
 
Murray
 
Warden
 
said  
the  tax
 
ievenue
 
at 
stake  
in
 the 
ruling 
amounted
 to an 
extra 
$2 
million
 
annually.
 
Just
 what 
effect  the 
ruling  will 
ul-
timately  
have  is 
unclear,
 
however.  
because
 a 
similar
 
case
 in 
Sonoma  
has
 
been
 
appealed  
to the 1st 
District  
Court of 
Appeal
 in 
San  
Francisco
 
Summer
 Fun 
Lasts  
Through
 
October at 
Great America 
Work weekends only in 
September and October 
$4.5044.75
 For Food Service, Sweepers, and Ticket Sellers 
$4.25-$4.50  
For 
Games,  Merchandise,  Rides, Admissions 
and Parking Lot
 
PLUS-Enjoy Our Other Benefits 
'Free 
Party  Tickets 
'Discount
 on 
County  Transit
 
'Promotional 
Opportunrhes
 
'Parties, Dances 
'Flexible 
Hours 
'30% Merchandise Discount 
Recrealional
 Events 
'Employee 
Cafeteria 
Employment
 Office Open 7 days a week 
2401 Agnew 
Road 
9M 
Lon  Col  !e cotge 
Call (-45M0P8) 496-0141 
Santa Clara, UA 
95054 
or
 Apply in 
Person
 
MAT' 
AMERICAEOE
 
Advertisement 
....) Some women 
think they need to take 
an
 occasional 
rest 
from
 the Pill. So they switch 
to a less effective form of 
birth
 control, and increase their
 chances of getting preg-
nant.
 Just how restful this 
can be is highly 
questionable.  
What
 is certain, however, is 
that  there's no medical 
evi-
dence that supports 
this notion of taking a break. 
None. 
There 
are other myths. 
miscon-
ceptions
 and questions 
about  the 
Pill. What about the 
Pill and breast 
cancer?  Although there are 
con-
flicting reports 
concerning  this 
If 
o 
issue, the Centers
 for Disease 
Control
 
reported 
that
 women who took 
the  Pill -
even
  
breast
  forc  
cancer 
nle5e ry 
thanears
 -  
theran
  
womenno
 
higher  
who
 riskdido of 
1 
hey also reported that 
ovarian and uterine 
IA 
IfE 
cancer are 
substantially  less 
common  
apmillounsgerwsoarmene  
le sosnl it kheel 
yPtioll.dWevhealot'ps  more, 
inflammatory disease 
(tubal 
infections). 
benign breast
 disease, and iron 
deficiency  
Aanemia
-not
 to mention 
menstrual 
cramps. 
And the 
rumor  that the 
Pill
 makes you less 
fertile is 
just that. 
Rumor.  Studies 
indicate that 
if you were 
fertile 
before  you took 
the Pill, taking 
it should not 
affect
 your ability 
to
 have children 
later. Some 
women  
BREAK  
FROM
 
may 
experience
 a short 
period  of 
readjust-
ment after 
discontinuing  
the  Pill. But 
even
 
so,  they 
usually
 become 
pregnant 
soon.  
So does 
the Pill have any 
real risks? Yes. 
And you 
should know what
 those risks are. 
For 
example,
 if you are 
taking
 the Pill, you 
should 
not smoke. 
Especially  if you're 
over  
35.
 Cigarette smoking
 is known to increase
 
the risk of 
serious
 and possibly
 life -
threatening 
adverse  effects on 
the
 heart and 
blood 
vessels
 from Pill use. 
What's  more, women 
with cer-
tain  conditions or 
medical
 histories should not 
use  the 
Pill. Even if you're 
already on the Pill, you 
should  see your 
doctor at least 
once  a year. And be sure 
to read the patient 
information
 that's included
 in every Pill 
package.  
When it comes to 
birth control, the best 
advice  is to 
seek out the hest
 advice. Go to reliable 
sources.  Ask a lot 
of 
questions. Discuss 
all  the options with 
your  doctor. 
Because only then 
will you know where
 the myth ends. 
And the 
truth begins. 
ILL?
 
g message from
 the Association 
If
 Repsinliii
 on. Health Prolemonal, 
through
 an eriort
 
in,
 oti I brIh,Phariniti col al 
0,4 I, 
lotithtS,  
Stint:tither
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OFFICE
 WITH A VIEW 
The Peace Corps is an exhilarating two-year
 experience 
that will last a lifetime. 
Working at a professional level that ordinarily might
 take 
years of apprenticeship back home,  volunteers find the career 
growth they're looking for and enjoy a unique experience in the 
developing world. 
International firms and government agencies value the 
skills and knowledge mastered during Peace Corps service. 
PEACE
 
CORPS
 
REPRESENTATIVES  at S.ISU 
Visit the Peace Corps information
 table during the SJSU 
Career 
Fair, Sept.
 20-21 
Pet:ce Corps
 will be on the SJSU 
Campus
 Wednesday -Friday, Oct. 
12-14 
with free 
film/slide shows, an 
information  table, and former 
volunteers 
who vv ill talk about new 
opportunities for overseas
 sem ice. 
For details, watch 
this
 paper early in October
--or call 
Peace 
Corps  
at 
1415)
 974-8754. 
PEACE CORPS
 -- The 
toughest
 job you'll 
ever love 
Juniors,Seniors 
8/Grads...  
GIVE
 YOURSELF  
SOME 
CREDIT!
 
APPLY NOW 
FOR  YOUR 
VERY  
OWN... 
anew°
 
"TrA
 
CITIBAWO
 
5424
 
triper.L234Sb
 
v. 
IS 
1045
 
01
 
C 
STEIN
 
 
Bring
 
a 
photocopy
 
of 
your
 
School
 
I.D.
 
 
No
 
cosigner
 
required
 
APPLY
 
NOW
 
ON
 
CAMPUS!
 
Date:
 
September
 
19-23
 
Time:
 
9 
am
 
- 
6 
pm
 
Place:  
South
 
Side
 
of
 
Student
 
Union
 
CITIBAWO
 
1 
CA
 
SEPTEMBER
 
20th
 &
 
21st
 
Student
 Union 
Ballroom, 
Ccitstii  
For 
information
 Cia:
 
sii-..itt,11.411010WIte_stl"_4104.10t_A.
 
Choosing  us 
means  
a 
lot
 
of 
choices  
At 
National
 Semiconductor, you'll find an 
amazing variety of products 
and  projects under 
roof  more than any other semiconductor 
company can 
offer.  ECL, ASIC, liaCMOS, Mil-
Aero, Fast and Fact Logic... 
And what that means for you is a future that's 
wide open. 
Take your time. Experiment a little. National is set 
up so that you don't have to worry about getting 
locked into one kind of 
engineering
 before you've 
become aware of other options. We 
reward
 hard 
work with increased responsibility and rapid career 
growth - in 
whatever  direction you want to go. 
Ilere are just a 
few
 of the entry-level positions 
available at National right
 now: 
 Circuit Design Engineer 
 Systems 
Development  Engineer 
 Product Engineer 
 
Applications
 Engineer 
 CAD Engineer 
 Telecommunications Engineer 
 Process Engineer 
 Test Engineer 
 Packaging 
Engineer  
 Reliability 
Engineer  
 Manufacturing Engineer 
 Product Marketing Engineer 
 Entry Sales Engineer 
 
Software
 
Systems
 
Programmer
 
 Computing 
and 
Telecommunications
 
Programmer 
So stop by 
our  booth, and 
Ict's talk 
about your career. 
"Career
 Exploration 
Days"  
Tuesday,  
September  
20th,  1988 
10:00 a.m. -  
3:00
 p.m. 
Student 
Union - Ballroom
 
Nut. I,.tters sornimitive 
salaries  and excellent 
benetit,. You'll also appreciate the 14 -acre 
park
 we 
created in Santa 
Clara for the exclusive use 
of our 
employees  it features a 
jogging  track, a sports field, 
an anipiniiicani..ii i.1 even a lake! For 
more
 
information, 
plea,
 
get in touch with us at 
National
 
Semiconductor, 
Ann: College Relations, 2900
 
Semiconductor l)rive, Santa
 Clara, CA 05051, or 
call (408)  
721-6669  for further details. 
We are an 
(.1101,,-
5:11A National 
WA 
Semiconductor  
11:ttttttit... 
FERESTEDt
 IN A 
EER IN 
RETAILING
 
JO Penney
 will 
be 
on 
campus  
during
 
San 
Jose 
State's Career
 
Exploration
 Days, 
September 20th and 
21st, to 
introduce  
and help you explore the many 
career opportunities 
available
 
in retailing.  
Stop by our table and 
let's 
talk 
about 
the possibilities!
 
V 
  
See us 
new,  
See us 
now.  
JC Pen ney 
C. 
Spartan 
N1otitlit
 . 
September  19.
 I 
OS 
ZAREER
 
XPLORATION
 
40.
 km 
3pmr
 
22nd
 
12:30
 
- 
2:30
 
dtintiinairerd
 
by
 Career 
Planning
 
and  
Placement
 
DAYS
 
IF YOU ARE MAJORING IN 
INDUSTRIAL  STUDIE5 
ri-rFrdirrie
 
FAMINFFRINCA
 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
OR
 
PRODUCTION
 MANAGEMENT 
THE 
NATIONS 
No
 1 
FAST TURN 
PROTOTYPE 
PRINTED
 CIRCUIT BOARD 
COMPANY
 
IS 
INTERESTED  IN MEETING 
YOU 
AT 
CAREER
 DAYS 
WEDNESDAY,
 SEPTEMBER 21,  
SIGMA 
CIRCUITS,
 INC. 
393 MATHEW STREET 
SANTA 
CLARA, 
CA 
95050  
(408) 727-9169
 
LOOK FOR
 
Grantnomton
 
Accountants and
 Management 
Consultants at the Career 
Exploration
 
Days on Tuesday September
 20, 1988. 
We would 
be happy to 
talk with 
you 
and answer any questions you may 
have about our firm. 
Granfrhomton 
Or:17"1/(dA/
 
Over 
100 Job Skills 
As a 
Temporary,  Adis 
to 
Suit Your 
Needs 
Offers
 You Full -Time 
 
Clerical   
Secretarial  
Benefits
 
 Light
 Industrial
 
 Paid Holidays 
 Marketing  Legal
 
 Lae Health Insurance 
 Technical  
Accounting
  
Pertormance Bonuses 
 Data 
& Word  
Processing   
Local  
Assignments
 
Come In 
or Call 
Today  for 
Immediate  
Information!  
San Jose (408) 
296-8414, Sunnyvale (408) 733-2882 AMA 
Mountainview (415) 941-7100 
,he E 
mpkyrnent
 AKot
 
25 Years International Experience 
IMMEDIATE
 
POSITIONS
 
AVAILABLE
 
The California Highway
 Patrol
 is 
offering
 a 
rewarding and challenging 
career  for the position of: 
STATE 
TRAFFIC 
OFFICER
 
Females,
 and 
Spanish
 
speak,ng  
(bilingual  men & women
 are 
encouraged  to 
apply.  
Starting  salary 
$2410
 
to S3011 mo. 
Ages 
20-31.  
See officers Saenz
 or 
Bernos
 at the Student
 
Union
 
Ballroom Sept 20 & 21 10 AM - 3 
PM or 
call  (415)
 
557-0640
 
-=-;Nockheed
 DataPlan,
 
Inc.  
Invites you 
to see us on Tuesday,
 
September  20th at
 Career Days. 
Please stop by our table, 
talk to our 
Reps,  
and leave your 
resume.
 
 
Aeronautics
 
 Meteorology
 
 Computer Sciences 
 Data Communication
 
 Data Processing
 
WHIN An Equal 
Opportunity  
Employer  
NORRIS, BEGGS
 & SIMPSON
 
I 73I 
TECHNOLOGY  DRIVE  SUITE 100  
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95110 
CAREER  
OPPORTUNITIES
 
FOR 
THE  
90'S
 
Sales/Management 
, 
Trainees
 
Exciting
 career opportunities 
with "The First. And
 The Best" 
in the 
temporary  employment 
industry.  Kelly Services
 is 
seeking energetic 
and 
responsible men and women 
who want
 a career, not a job, 
in a 
fast paced 
and 
challenging sales 
industry. 
Stop by our table during 
San Jose State University's 
Career Exploration
 Days, for 
more
 
details!
 
September 20 and 21st 
The 
Temporary
 
Help People 
SERVICES
 
THE FIRST. AND THE
 BEST 
FRITO-LAY'S  
San Jose 
plant 
is looking
 for 
Manufacturing
 
Engineers,
 
Maufacturing
 
Supervisors,
 and  
Co-op 
students.
 
Stop
 by our 
table  on 
September  
20th at 
the  Career
 Exploration
 
Program  
and find
 out 
what  we 
have
 to 
offer.  
A man 
is judged
 by 
the 
company
 he keeps. 
As
 a 
Marine Corps officer. you'll he keeping some ver select 
compalw. That's because you'll he selling with some of the 
finest officers the military ha s to offer. Officers that will he 
leading a group of men who are second to none. If you're a 
college student or graduate who thinks this
 is the 
kind
 of 
company  he'd like 
to keep.
 see your 
Marine th:-: 
Corps Officer Selection Officer.
 
1-800-1ARINES.
 
Heir hill*
 lir a kw good men.
 
See  Captian 
Rivera  or 
Captain
 Bowlds 
at
 The Student 
Union Ballroom
 
Sept. 20 & 21 
10.3p.m. or 
Call  (415) 
865-7284
 (COLLECT) 
For an Interview
 
BY
 
AND
 
SEE
 US...
  
CAREER
 
EXPLORATION
 
AY 
Tuesday 
September
 
20, 
1988 
17 
Siliconix
 
2201
 Lau rclwood Road 
Santa Clara.
 CA 
0505-4 
t.Litia
 
I 
Oprort  
Lin 
Frriployer 
Page
 
!klondaN
 
September
 
19.  
1988 Spartan
 
SPORTS
 
Freshman
 
goalie  Mike Taft
 
finds
 
college  
soccer
 
challenging
 
By 
Darren
 
Sabedra 
Dady
 staff
 
write, 
Me night 
befine  
a sossei game.
 
S.ISV  
goalie
 
\like
 
I 
all sits iii 
his 
loom
 anti  
s istiallie making a peat 
s,oe 
He
 has prasticed the 
ritual since 
I,
 
began goalkeeping 
" Fh.it 
s 
hinv I 
prepare
 tin 
game.** I aft said 
The 
pieimiation
 
inight
 he taittille 
all5on)2  hut SJSL 
Coadi Iti 
hus 
Menendez  thinks
 
Its 
lust all-
olliet
 I atial 
A lot
 
If
 athletes
 
II,IS 
e things
 like 
that... Aienciale,
 said 
''t sloith 
killlsiI 
boarders  
on
 
superstition
 
 
liar,:
 Ruth. one 
ot the 
greatest 
home inn 
limos 
of
 all 
mile.  used 
to 
touch
 se,. ond base 
ev
 
time 
he 
came 
in nom the 
,1111tielt1.
 he con-
tinued If he didn't 
toudi
 the
 hag,  
Inc thought lie would 
sti  ike
 
out'.  
ouali/ing
 
almost
 
beeattle
 
Kara Natal. Dody 
staff  
photographer  
(;oalkeeper  
Mike
 raft, right,
 watches as 
his teammate 
kicks the 
ball
 downfield 
Financial
 Aid Center. 
SAN 
FMIC 
SCO 
( 
FEDERAL
 
SAVINGS
 
jEf
 
) 
741El_YTELLER
 
A
 Inc
 dled in t; trom San Francis, o Federal Savings could he all the tniaiftiai 
aid 
WU
 
need
 
There are no per check charges No nuinthly  service charges N'ti access charges
 
for
 ou 
auk 'mated tellers 
And.  k Ten your
 ;iccount tor
 
little 
as $50 
tl III 
II 
also find that we have a Timely Teller ATM right 
on
 campus Which Illearts that 
'or tree Chealllg CI hunt hts eastly into totalh IA, schedules 
Ot course  
the hest 
part
 of the prigram could he 
the application forms 
They fC Ittlrit St, Will C,ill deViqe yollr 
tlrile and energy to the unite difficult 
task
 that 
lies
 ahead 
Writing  
home
 tor money
 
I It) West Santa 
Clara  
Street  
140s
 
29ts4:ii67
 
Valley
 
Fair 
Shopping
 
Center 
I40s
 
246-900t., 
SAN FRANCISCO 
FEDERAL SAVINGS 
11 
11 Is
 
I \ 
Nt 
[calif5 
during
 a recent 
5-3 
loss
 
to 
`stantoid  
at 
Spartan
 
S t a d i u m S t a n t o r t r %
 Mark 
Sernioli  
was 
av.aided 
a penalty 
kick. He 
drilled  
the ball 
to
 Tat
 
Cs left. 
Semioli ran 
down the 
deflected  shot, 
and  booted 
it into the 
vacant net 
for  the score. 
"He's always 
talking to me about 
preventing penalty 
kicks." Menen-
dez said. "The penalty kick is 
a 
tough 
situation. The goalkeeper
 is 
the 
only defensive
 player. 
"Ninety nine 
percent of the time
 
the offenso,e
 
player
 is going 
to 
score.  He 
guessed  
right on that
 
one.
 
and if he 
would've  held on to the 
ball,  it would ye
 been a 
tremendous
 
sase.-
Taft. a 
freshman  from Santa Cruz, 
was
 
named  the Spartans' starting 
goalkeeper 
during training camp.
 He 
attends SJSU on a full scholarship 
''He's a pretty mature
 pl 
Menendez
 said. "He
 
has good 
size 
for a 
goalkeeper.
 He's 
b -foot -2, 
and 
he 
reads  the game well. With 
his 
it,
 
he 
gets
 a lot of balls out 
of the 
Menendez
 is happy that Taft. 18. 
receives
 playing lime. 
"The thing is 
we
 had a senior 
goalie
 last 
year  and we were looking 
tIII
 
a 
quality 
freshman 
this year.- he 
,aid "He's 
picking
 up some 
valu-
able 
esperience.''
 
Taft. who 
played four years of 
soccer  at Harbor
 High in Santa Cruz. 
said
 the transition
 from high school 
Ill
 lit\ 
5511111 
One
 soccer
 is tough. 
"Players
 are a lot 
better up here,'
 
he said. 
"They're a lot 
quicker  and 
their
 shots 
are a lot 
harder.'' 
Taft 
said college
 
players
 and 
crowds :ire rowdier. too. 
"They're  definitely arrogant."
 he 
said. "At 
WSW  Chico, there 
were 
tlls 
in 
wheel  chairs 
yelling at 
me
 
the
 whole game.
 The 
Stanford  bench 
5(5 
cutting
 me down.
 saying
 I 
slicked.
 Stanford 
was  definitely
 the 
most
 
arrogant
 team 
we've
 
played
 
this
 season.  
-
Taft said high
 school doesn't 
have  
as 
many
 cocky 
players.  
"There were some
 in high school, 
but not 
to
 the estent
 as up here.-
 he 
,aid 
"There  are 
forwards
 
up
 here 
Is o 
think  
they're
 God's gifts." 
On 
the field, Taft 
said
 he tries to 
keep a focus
 on the 
match.  
"I
 just go in 
there  and 
concentrate
 
liiiiny
 
game 
and  the 
defense.-
 he 
said
 I 'in 
starting
 
to get used
 to the 
team,
 
I 
!eel  
getting some
 conli 
dence  
-Lit!
 ,att.1 his goal 
this 
season  is 
iiiipTi 
IS 
ellle111.
 
"I 
rust
 
want to do 
the
 best I can. 
Try and
 get s  
 shutouts 
and  try to 
improve.-  
he said.
 
Taft, 
who  
hesitates
 to comment
 on 
his 
team's  I 4 
start  
because 
of his 
age, hopes the 
Spartans'
 morale  im-
proves
 iii 
luture
 
games.  
"He 
doesn't
 assert
 himself 
as 
much
 now 
as he 
will in 
the 
future."
 
Menendez  
said. 
Taft said 
he did see 
signs of 
im-
provement
 in the 
Stanford 
game. 
"Everyone
 wanted
 it 
had."  the 
Chill 
said 
"FlIt 
',Mlle 
unknown  
pla 
much better at 
Spar-
tan Stadium  
1.111 said the Spartans
 could 
easily
 
be 
4
 
I 
instead
 
of
 1-4. 
"The
 only team
 that really 
beat us 
was Chico 
State.- he 
said.  
"Sacra-
Ment0 
State  beat
 us 
I-0 
on
 a penalty 
kick. We weren't in very 
good shape 
in 
some  of these 
games.
 
We
 lost a lot 
of 
games in 
the second 
half.'  
SJSU lost 
to ( 'Inco State, 4-
 
I. 
Taft, who 
also played
 
baseball
 
in 
high school.  
wants to be 
a pilot 
after  
graduating.  
He's  enrolled
 in the 
Air  
Force Row. 
After 
he finishes 
with soccer, 
maybe he'll 
visualize
 flying a plane 
around the world. 
3 Position 
Frame 
Lounger
 
Couch  
916 S. Bascom 
San
 Jose,
 CA.95128 
blks South of 280 
(408) 293-3355 
Student
 
Package  
Price 
I\\IN
 S 129 
DOUBLE
 S159
 
QUEEN S 
189 
- 
,st 
Shop the other 
stores first 
Then come to 
CA 
1.I1"ORNIA  
FUTONS 
and discover 
superior quality 
and service 
San 
Jose 
State  Faculty,
 
Students
 and
 
Staff:
 
A 
Special  Offer 
For  
You . . 
Amah 
 
taimmt
 wattage 
alai 
. , 
Get an IBM 
PS/2
 now
 
and
 
save.
 
LIST PRICE: 
SALE 
PRICE:* YOU 
SAVE.; 
PS/2  
Model  
25
 
$3378.00 
$1683.00
 
$1695.00
 
PS/2 Model 5(1Z $5969.00
 
$3010.00 
$2959.00 
PS/2 
Model  70 $8664.00
 
$4510.00  
$4154.00 
I All 1arms Include Mouse, DOS
 4.0, 
Microsoft
 
%%Indio.,
 
2,1  & 
Mord  
4.0; 
Models
 50/. & 70 Ms. Include I s1111  
= 
-1-÷:= 7 =See your dealer for other
 conflguruilons
 
It 
401k
 %pings 
ISOM mod 
Personal
 System/2 are regosiered oraderneris  
i Inieonatoonsl Noisiness Mat hones 
San Jose State 
University
 has arranged
 
with  
the 
folios%  
mg IWO 
Certified  
Filucation
 
Dealers  to assist
 
you  
in 
obtaining
 yInit
 I If \I PS/2. 
ornpuieriand  
Ill
 Mmlidrn Anu 
Runuanalh,
 Myst. ling 
401440.2102
 
kWh,
 
Mawr,  %fund, 
Vughouhl  
Photo ,ind Sound
 I 
ornpan)
 Mike 
Rayburn
 
Computer( 'raft 
Don  
Denham
 
rts..A'alcom 
luck
 
'Surmal.  
Husinessland  karen
 
Mrslund,
 Hill 
Ikfisth 
511,4, 
.lanct  
Orgil 
4418-293-%10 
40/1 252 .3900 
411/1-24X 1114 
411/1554.9292
 
15,,e
 
Ik 
NW Include
 Tares Pnus Arc 
Suhpro  I,.  
Tange
 
lay 
nIIMOD 
Spartan Dully' Monday
  Septenther 1).
 
it
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Mallo 
own
 
;par-
 I 
151.y  
at 
us
 
tent
-
laity 
hope 
a 
lot 
LII 
in 
after 
Air 
eer. 
ane 
1 
Er 
Catching on 
Mark
 Studyvrn
  Daily 
staff 
photographer
 
Ty r Rod riquei, a member of the 5.181'
 lacrosse club, sharpens his 
skills iii hi:tut:en classes. Ile is a freshman majoring in musk. 
Norway  gains 
rights 
to 
host  1994 Olympics
 
SRA
 I_ South Korea
 AP) - Lil-
lehammer. Ni 
tin
 
ay . won the right 
to 
hold the 
1994 
Winter
 
Olympics.
 
heating
 out
 bids 
nom 
the 
Fast,  
the 
West 
and a Scandma 1.111 neighbor. 
Anchorage. Alaska.
 Yv as among the 
losers. 
The 
announcement  by 
Interna-
tional Olympic 
Committee  President 
Juan Antonio 
Samaranch
 in the gar-
dens 
at
 the Hotel Shilla 
triggered  a 
dance 
for in hy 
members  of the
 
N111V%egian delegation,
 one of whom 
waved his 
nation's  flag. 
Besides Anchorage. the losers 
were Sofia. Bulgaria and 
Ostersund.  
Sweden.
 
Ilehammer 
s presentation was 
made by Nom egian Prime Minister 
Grit Harlem Brundiland.
 who called 
on the KW' to return to "the cradle 
of 
winter  sports.'' 
The Winter Games have been
 held 
in 
Scandinavia only once, in Oslo in 
1952. 
When the 1(X' 
voted  in 1986 to 
stagger the Winter and Summer 
Games. it put a heavy burden on any 
city contemplating a bid. 
The schedule
 left
 just 
tut( years 
instead
 
of the usual four until
 the 
Winter
 mpies 
would
 he 
aw.arded.  
meaning a city either would
 have to 
have a 
bidding
 organi/ation  already
 
in place
 or get up to speed very 
quickly  . 
That's 
why  the 
choices  had very 
familia
 names.
 Anchorage.
 Sofia 
and I allehammer all Were losers for 
the '92 Winter  
( irs mpics. 
The 
fourth  
Wile!. Ostersund.
 s'. ,is
 
a rookie  can  
mg
 
on
 a long tradition. 
eden has 
submitted
 a hid the last 
lour 
times 
the 
II 
C 
chose a 
winter 
site
 
and Sw edish cities have tried 12 
times in all to 
be a Winter Olympics 
Iii st. 
None of the 
prey
 rims I I 
suc-
ceeded.  and 
Ostersund
 officials 
said  
it was 
tune to end that 
losing streak. 
"We will get the 
(lames. said 
I.eif Forsberg. 
marketing director
 of 
the 
Swedish  hid. 
"If  not in 
1994.
 
then 
1998  in  
.?Jiti".". We don't 
want 
to 
build too many
 hopes, although 
we
 
feel we can u in. ' 
All
 tirur cities made hour-long
 
presentations
 
to
 the 
IOC% 94th  Ses-
sion on Wednesilio
 
Omersund's delegation was star-
studded. 
led  K in Carl XVI Gus-
taf and 
Tomas  ( rustalsson.
 a double
 
gold medalist
 in 
speed  skating at the 
Calgary
 
(1111)111,-,
 last 
Lehruary.
 
Sofia  had Bulgarian Culture Min-
ister (icon
 
an 
l'oolanoy  on 
hand for 
its presentation. yr. Inch stressed that 
all
 
ot 
its proposed 
venues
 were 
within  a I radius. 
"We 
also 
pointed
 out that Sofia
 
offers all the cultural facilities and 
transportimn  
ii 
Iii lities
 of a national 
capital." said Nadi:Ida Lekarska. a 
member of the Sofia  executive
 
board. 
Santa  
Clara
 
casts
 
the Giants
-Lurie 
lure 
By 
Darren  Sahedra 
Daily staff 
writer  
A local
 task 
!owe  
hope,  that a 
ideo 
presentaturn
 
tor 11 Ha) area in-
terest
 gioup last 
week helps Santa 
Clara County lure the San Francisco 
Giants. 
lii the meantime. several regional 
groups have 
stepped
 up 
efforts
 
to 
bring the Giants to 
their 
own  coun-
ties. 
Task forces from different coun-
ties formed atter sitters
 defeated 
1987's 
Proposition
 W to build a 
downtown stadium in San Francisco. 
John 
Lindblom
 said.
 
Lindblom  is 
the 
advertising  manager and writer for 
PR s Incorporated.
 a 
local  
firm 
which specialues 
in advertising
 
and 
public
 relations. 
The Santa 
Clara  
County
 task 
force, which 
includes  
the  
mayors  of 
San Jose, Santa Clara and Sunny 
y ale 
and Santa
 Clara
 County
 hoard
 
mem  
hers,  
tried to attract the 
Giants  vy
 
iii 
the 
video.  PRii 
produced
 
it 
Ion the 
Santa Clara
 County Giants Stadium 
Task 
Force.  
The group 
presented
 the 
video  in 
San Mateo  on 
Thursday  to the 
Joint
 
Regional Stadium Task I-orLe Act 
rirg as 
mediator.  
this task Force 
incr-
....es the 
Bay  area
 
groups  
competing  
tor
 the Giants. 
'We 
thought  we gave an out-
standing presentation. said Elliot 
epler. 
a member of the Santa Clara 
County
 task 
force. "We 
have  the 
site
 that 
works. The 
pressure  will  
now he on Bob Lurie if he's 
really
 
serious
   
1.urie. the (limits. on net . has
 in-
dicated 
an interest ill S.1111,1 
Clara 
County, Leplo
 said. 
Lurie 
has 
said  
his team will lease  Candlestick Palk 
when its lease 
expires
 at the end ol 
the l9)4
 
seam
 . 
The reasi in the 1111CICS1 his%al 
ied is that there 
is 
some
 ,kemicisin 
that 
he'll
 t,uurie. 
I 
epic, said 
-We 
have 
spoken to Imo and the
 indiL 
tion
 is that he's 
lay 
ormg
 
us  
The ideo 
Wain'  es the Inlet lionits  
of the South
 Bay . I 
mdblom  
said. 
'II,
 
an 
int.ionanYe
 preve. he 
said. "All 
of
 Santa Clara County 
wants the 
Giants 
to 
play
 here 
All  I 
cities in the 
county  \will(' support 
the
 team. 
TRIPS
 
Scenic
 
Mountainbike
 Tour 
Sunday,
 October
 16 
Ride  14 miles through
 Big Basin and 
along the ocean 
Prolessionally-gulded
 tour Includes the use
 ot bike, helmet, 
gloves
 
Attenvards, 
enjoy
 
oil picnic 
lunch,  wInetasting, 
and  van ride home 
Registration  
deadline:
 October 
10,  1988. 
Napa
 Valley 
Winetasting
 Tour 
Friday,  
September
 30 
See and sample 
Napa  Valley's best 
at harvest time 
Visit 
Beringer Vineyards,
 V Sattul Winery.
 The Christi:1 
Vintner 
Villages. Bring 
your lunch for 
a wine garden 
and take 
time
 to inclulge in 
the many wine,
 cheese. an 
Registration 
deadline  
September
 23. 19813 
ditikeott
 
.4 
CALL
 
924-5961
 FOR 
MORE TRIP 
INFORMATION  
PICK
 UP OUR FULL 
CATALOG OF 
FALL
 ACTIVITIES 
IN THE 
LEISURE SERVICES
 OFFICE NEXT 
TO THE PUB. 
'Quality
 
Copies 
kinkoss
 
the copy 
center 
310
 S. 
THIRD  
STREET  
OPEN 
6 DAYS 
295-4336
 
THE NEW 
PROFESSIONAL  
SPORT!
 
INTRODUCING
 SUBAK 
SUBAK
 is a full contact 
event  
with  a blend of 
professional  
boxing,
 wrestling and agres-
sive line 
play from the 
grid-
iron. 
SUBAK  is a test of 
skill,  
physical 
agility and 
mental  
toughness.
 
ATHLETES  in good 
physical
 
condition
 and of good 
character:
 
We need 
your involmentl
 
We're
 
looking  for the 
athlete 
of 
our
 time
 The 
TRUE  
CHAMPION'
 
Become
 part of 
this new, 
exciting,challenging
 sport! 
Call SUBAK 
today! 
SUBAK 
INTERNATIONAL
 
111 West St. John Street 
San Jose, Ca. 
95113  
(408) 293-9405 
The r. 
dcii 
mentions  the 
nue  
vreather  
and the  tan 
interest  tor 
base
 
1(.111 
(ye 
line here 
I he 
v 'deo 
also 
highlights  
the 
de-
sign
 and
 the
 
10...111,11  
Of
 
the 
stadium.  
Lindblom
 said 
"The sight 
((mild
 he nem Great  
Amer!, a in Santa 
Clara,"  he said 
'The  stadium will
 be a 'S100 
million 
facility . 
including par
 k mg It will
 he 
a 45.000 seat
 state ot 
the  in
 sta 
drum tor baseball use 
only
 I.ans  will 
he 
close 
to the earns..
 v. 
Inch 
they 
need
 to he 
in 
baseball 
I 
rine  said
 he 
sirli 
tituSourue
 
\NIICre
 
the ( ii.nits yv ill 
play .11 the von( 
hision
 
iii 
the I. 
41011111
 
. 1 cplel 
said 
111 11011C oh 1I1C 
sights 1.,1k 
out,
 
111C11 
11C  11 lake
 II1C 
(11:1111,
 
nut
 
tit 
the 
1/,1\ 
area.
 1 111dhllIM 
said
 "Places 
l),)11 ci.
 Phoeinv 
dmpa
 
and 
Sr luster shun
 e hay e shou
 n 
in  inter-
est 
Sall I 1.1111:1`...41
 1.41.1 out 
of 
the 
quest
 
ion.
  
 I 
indhlom
 
added.
 
'They IC 1111n  
considering the 
('hina
 
basin in San 
11.111,1),..)
 '  
"The numhei one 
choice 
for
 the 
Giants 
is San 
ham:Iwo.  
hut
 
they'%e
 
been try irie tor a solution 
for 
eight  
eals.I
 
Cplel said. 
Their
 
best 
sight  
'.'.,is
 turned 
Jou n by 
Proposi-
tion Vs 
I .eplei belie\ es the Great 
America
 
location 
makes
 
Santa  
Clara  
apPeal-
ing. 
The location Is 
excellent:.
 he 
said.  We
 
has  
c cal 
automobile  
rae-
tess TI1C 
1112111 1.111 stem 
will
 run 
M the 
In R.-.1111,11 
1.1%1111111s
 
intersection
 would 
he Route :'37 
and 
the Great 
America  
Parks', 
I .epler 
said  
the 
city of Santa 
Clara  
ov.tis 
the land,
 which serves 
as a 
sanitary.  
landfill.  
BREUNERS
 
FURNITURE
 pi 
RENTAL
   
CLEARANCE 
CENTER  
10% 
STUDENT  
DISCOUNT  
Sept. 19th 
thru
 Sept.
 25th 
BEDROOM FURNISHINGS 
SOFAS   
from 
$49
 
DESKS
 
from 
$59 } 
Supreme
 Sleeper 
I Twin 
$99 
Supreme
 Sleeper I Full 
$159 
Supreme 
Sleeper
 I Queen 
$199
 
Supreme 
Sleeper  I King 
$299 
HEADBOARDS 
from 
$9 
NIGHTSTANDS
 
from 
$29 ,} 
Be here 
first  tor best selection.
 All ferns
 
as 
is
 and 
subject to prior sale. Quantities 
limited.  
BREUNERS  
FURNITURE  
RENTAL 
, 
New and 
Rental  
Return 
Furniture
 
(408) 
727-7365
 
1600 
Duane ave. Santa 
Clara 
Hours: M -W  10-6 Th-Fri 
10-8  
Sat. 10-6 Sun 
12-5 
All 
rtems subject to 
stock on hand,/
 
At Smith 
Corona,
 
simplicity
 
is
 the 
mother
 
of
 
invention.
 
Our
 engineers racked their
 brains so you won't 
have  to. 
We started
 out with a 
very sim-
ple  idea.
 
'lb make 
elect mu- 
typewriters 
and word 
processors  that 
have
 lots 
of great 
features  but 
are very 
simple  
in 
LIM.%  
So siniple you
 
don't have to keep 
r 
eye 
on your 
ty-ping 
and  one eye 
rrn
 the 
instruct 
ii
 
manual. 
So 
simple  you 
don't need a deg
 
ne 
in 
computer  
pnr
 
titanium)); 
to 
operate
 them.
 
Si
 simple they
 can make 
a confirnied non
-typist er
 urn In
 rrt able 
at the keyboard.  
Call
 it human 
engineering  
if you 
like.Or call it 
ergonomics.
 Or call it 
plain old inspiration. 
What 
we
 came up 
wit hi is a 
line of 
remarkable 
typewriters
 t hat 
rt
 
iphISt
 iiated 
without
 being 
1111Plicated.  
In fact,
 they're unlike any
 other 
it 
'rewriters  
you've ever seen
 
before,..  
innused
 befow...or niuttered at 
before. 
Take our new 
Smit  h Cortina 
!si 
)700.
 
11.ot  s of 
people
 are jziring 
to.)
 
We 
make  
the 
simplest  
typewriters
 
in 
memory.
 
We call the SI/ 
700 (lie Merutuurr 
Typewriter. You just may 
call  it the 
simplest 
typewriter  in 
memory  
It features 
a 7.0(80 
ch.,
 I r, in 
editable 
memory you 
can .in v, it
 
Ii 
the inert' flip
 of a switch. 
Combined with the 
It;  china. lei 
i.Ci ) 
display;  you (-an prolif read, 
cot
 
rich and make 
changes
 befirreyliu 
ever put 
anything 
down
 '111 paptI 
Of course, should 
you (yaw h. 
into 
Give your typing 
a screen test. 
make changes on paper. we've 
made  
that simpler 
than
 ever Mir. 
On 
the 
SI)  700. as 
well  as 
on 
every new Smith Corona 
typewriter.
 
You'll 
tumour  IsCW correct mg 
cassette-. 
iiiisy 
trr-load  
and  you can 
111,4.11 II ill seiollds. 
There are 
no spools 
to 
unwind. 
Ni,
 complicated threading.
 
No tangles. 
So now coroTting 
mistakes
 
is as easy as making them. 
iffW11 We've reformed 
the correction
 system. 
VII! Icahn, ilk,. a Nk.11-RIght 
T,(1.11111, 
w.rdele.ili.nrc
 dictionary, 
W.
 
'nib limit: 
%WEI
 aser; Full lane 
v tin rich urn and 
much
 more and you've 
gut
 a 
ty pew rner 
that's
 not just 
incred,  
iblv simple to 
use.  but simply impos-
to 
pass up, 
tlf  course, the' same pies for 
en 
other Smith 
Corona  typewriter 
and 
word processor 
as well. 
Which 
us why 
so
 
recommend 
that
 v 
hurry to 
your nearest 
store and try our 
machines yilurself. 
Obviously,  thin
 
uon't 
Int %MI
 
'In 
SMITH
 
CORONA
 
TOMORROWS
 TECHNOLOGY 
AT
 YOUR TOUCH
 
hit mute inky 
nnaittn /II this preodut
 
n .wr too Smith C ttttt nio COT pOr Ai II on.
 Ii', iii,
 u,1 Avenue. 
Nr. 
I 
an,lan,C I imonli, 
orr 
Smith  
C ttttt 
nait.  
mutt 
tnt n,44in Tapscott  Road, 
5, 
arlvor.ough, 
Anada MIK 154 
11. 
1 
Page X 
Monday. September
 
19, I9/Spartan  Daily 
Parents
 relish
 
freedom  
after
 19 
kids
 
I  
t  xi( 
)s. , A 
Pi 
Bob  
and 
Foul 
Defioit
 ale
 
savoring
 
their  
pa 
rental aiiiimplislunent.  
and 
their 
empty 
nest
 
 The 
Ikliolts.  
once
 
the sufnect  tit
 
an 
Academy
 Award w 
inning 
docu-
mentary . raised 
six
 ii 
then own 
chil-
dren and 13 
adopted
 
Ow, 
oian 
01
 
whom had 
physical and
 
mental  
handicaps  
Now the couple, who ithised
 
to 
sari Diego 
Counts about a 
y eau ago 
from Piedmont.
 ('alit.,
 are on 
their  
n 
We 
alw ass 
intended
 
thy 
our
 
chil-
diet'  to .ioss up and lease 
!untie,
 

,aid
 Ali, h5.
 "Vs 
hen
 
each 
ot the 
..liddren flew the 
nest.  it was a 
wonderful kind of 
achiesement.
 We 
don't  
pay for 
anything 
anymore;
 
they are all fiercely,  fully indepen-
dent
 
'When 
each  of the 
children  flew 
the  nest, 
it was 
a wonderful kind 
of 
achievement.'
 
 
Dorothy
 
Debolt,
 
mother of 19 
The brood is 
....altered 
throughout
 
California  and as tai 
as
 Hav,;in 
!vlany use in Oakland oi 
Berkeley  . 
which  proyide nullifier
 of 
public
 
programs
 fin the 
handicapped
 
The DeBoits 
sas
 
their muse 
to 11 
C'ajon rules out spontaneous
 y isits 
from
 
the children.
 hut  
add  that 
there  
are certain 
adYantages  
"There is more Ireedom  
ol choice 
for both panics. mote of a 
sense  of 
responsibility
 instilled in the young 
people:. Mr, Deft. ilt 
said "1 
Men.  
there's
 
ii 
iii
 
much
 of an 
inclination  for 
',diem, hiding."
 
ine
 son
 
recently 
considered  moy 
nig 
hi
 San
 I hego,
 transfemng from 
a 
San 
I Limisco 
college
 hi San 
Diego  
Stile I ins 
esity  
He 
was  gently 
aeed  
hy
 his 
parents.
 
'He 
said. 
They
 have just what I 
want
 down
 
there
 
girls and sun - 
mg." said 
DeBolt. 
57. 
"I
 said. 
'Son,  w don't  
sou 
stay
 where 
you 
The 
DeHolts
 
married  in 
1970. 
when Dinothy
 was 41 w 'doss xxiii  
nine children. four 
of
 them 
adopted
 
lxxii 
of those 
were
 
war-wouuuded 
paraplegics  
from 
A'ietnam.  
When t he
 began adding to their 
they
 had 
no
 
preparation  or 
torinal 
naming
 in 
working
 with
 did 
&en
 
ix 
th plus 
si 
il Of 
mental  limita 
trims
 
"iliere's just kind 
of 
a gut in 
Millet. and 
we both
 'lase
 it," Mrs 
feBolt  said  We
 base 
honed
 it by 
asking  questions 
and 
reading. 
and  by 
lust 
plain 
daily 
living. 
which  
has 
inure 
therapy
 my 
olved
 in it 
than any 
hirmal training " 
The children
 eceised plenty of 
encouragement,
 hut in, allowances 
were made for their 
problems.  
lie 
ugliest 
thur-letter
 
word
 is p-
H 
N. and
 there 
is no 
place 
for it 
in 
our  
house...
 fkliolt 
said
 
Liberace's lover 
helps
 
murder
 case 
prosecutors
 
I 
tic  
ind.  
 w 
entertainer
 Tiber-
. Plowv1Ifors 
Ifflor 
illation that 
helped lead to 
the  f thtT 
iii 
mulder  
charges m the gti.ls
 
slay
 - 
11112, 
ot 
four
 
people sex en sens ago, 
it % 
is ILIplirted
 
Friday  
Scott
 
Thorson. who is 
awaiting  
sentencing  (or
 a drug  
Mated
 armed
 
robbery. 
offered
 author
 Ines
 
es
 
idence
 
linking cons 
icted  
trafficker 
Adel 
Nasrallah
 Iii 
he 
JuIN  I. 19K
 I. 
hludgeoning
 attack
 
on 
fise 
people  at 
Birmingham
 
remembers
 
KKK bombing 
iilR\ll\ II \AI 
tAPI
 
Iss ems use 
s.c 
.wo.
 a 
Sunday  
school
 
lesson
 about hirgiseness
 
ended with the blast 
ii 
a horn!, plan-
ted hs a Ku Klux Klansman. and 
tom hlack girls las 
dead
 Silik'e them 
Ithiningliam
 has learned 
much
 about 
thig IS 
elless,  
Flue bombing
 at the Ihth 
Street  
Baptist 
Church
 Talked 
outrage  that 
helped fuel the 19rins eivil rights 
movement.
 
which  es 
entualls
 eased 
the bitter !acid!
 this 
isions
 
iii Ins i_1\ . 
SPeakCts
 110iCll at .1 tieitisi Iii 
sers
 
k.  
on the anms 
eisary Thuisdas night 
"There
 has been a turnabout in 
human relations in this cits. ss Inch 
now 
has an 
improsed
 image." 
the 
Rey John
 H. Cross told a 
racially 
mixed congregation of 1.41.X1 people 
tithe i to remember
 Cs mlna Wes-
. 
Sddie  Mae 
Collins
 and Caiol 
Robertson.
 all 14. and I Muse 
Ms. 
Nit. 
II
 
In
 years ago the
 outs
 
hiss k-. 
at
 
Hall  ss 
etc  elesator
 
op
 
ei 
atops  
and janitors
 NO,A 
,,e 
haw  
Richard
 Arrington 
as
 mas 
or." Cross 
said 
Closs
 
55 as
 the church's pastor  on 
Sept
 
IS. 
19h3. when the
 bomb, 
planted beneath 
hasement
 steps. ex-
ploded alter a Sunday school
 lesson 
on the theme of a lose
 that forgis 
The
 girls
 were 
killed
 as 
they 
%etc
 
preparing lit take 
pan 
in a youth day 
program
 Tsl Oily -IWO 
other
 people 
were 
mimed  
In 
a sers ice that 
featured
 freedom 
.aings
 of 
the 
cis 
ml 
rights  movement.
 
Som.:non.
 
who  Is 
in 
his third tour
-
sit term.
 said "the torch
 that we 
raise 
tonight  Is t.tised
 by two hands 
one Kick and one w 
lute."  
Cross  told  
the audience 
that
 he 
has  
never 
preached
 the sermon he pre-
pared for the morning of the bomb-
ing. and 
doesn't  intend 
to. 
He said 
he had planned to tell 
People 
;it the church 
to 
 his
 
ii 
their lises to the 
solid  Rock 
Jesus  Christ 
the 
same yester-
das
 . I.
 and forever." 
A plaqiw 
m the chili,
 h 
contains
 
pictures
 of 
the tour girls V. ith the in 
scritmon  May 
inen leain
 
h100-11CNN  and 
%1OlenCe
 xx tb lose and 
understanding."
 
All lower
-level 
windows
 
of 
the 
church
 now
 
are 
covered
 w ith steel 
mesh.  a 
sharp contrast
 
to 1%3. 
when
 glass
 shards from the w 
'Wows
 
covered 
virtually every
 
square  
him 
on 
the side 
of
 the
 
building  where 
the 
bomb 
exploded.  
Prioi  to
 the 
memorial
 
sers  we. 
black and 
white church 
congrega 
mins seised 
food
 
to 
people  
gathered  
iii Kelly Ingram Park,
 a rallying 
spot  
for 
ci's  
it tights 
marches led 
hy
 the 
Res. 
Martin I.uther King 
Jr. in the 
early  I 
9h0s.
 
All 
visible  racial 
barriers are 
gone  
in Birmingham,
 which has 
six  blacks 
and three
 whites on 
its 
City  Council. 
The current
 pastor 
of 
the
 church. 
the 
Res . James F. 
Young.
 said 
Bir 
mingham 
"has 
provided
 spiritual 
and
 
moral
 
leadership
 to the 
world  fin 
the  past 
quarter
 century.  
' 
A retired 
automobile
 
mechanic  
and Ku Klux Klansman.
 
Robert
 Ed 
ward Chi/04)111S,
 V.,IS 
WM,  
toed
 
ni 
1977 of murdering Miss 
McNair.
 He 
died in prison at ter eight
 
years. 
Miss
 McNair  
N
 
father,  
Chris  
Mc 
Nair,
 a former state 
legislator and 
now a Jefferson County commis-
sioner.
 said he 
still is not 
satistn...d.
 
Although  segregation  in 
politics
 and 
business has ended, it bothers him 
that most 
churches  still 
are either 
white or 
black.
 
home m 
exdusis
 e
 
I 
mire' 
Canson.
 
the 1.0, 
-Angeles
 
limes.
 
cit-
ing 
sources  
tannhar
 with 
the  
case.  
reported.
 
Nasrallah.
 59.
 ss Ito 
goes
 
l's
 the
 
name 
of
 Eddie 
Nash.  aild Ins 
,01111Cr
 
bodyguard.
 
Gregory
 Dew itt
 tides. 
40, 
were  
charged
 Sept. 
X 
w lii 
lour
 
counts of 
murder  and one 
count
 of 
at
 murder
 in the 
case 
cutlet
 
has,.  
entered  pleas to 
the
 
charges
 and 
both
 
are being 
IwId
 
without  
bail 
It 
convicted.
 they 
could lace 
the death penalty 
The time
 John Holmes, king of 
portiogiatilii, 
tilms 
in
 the 
1970s.  was 
proseCuted  tot the 
murdeis in I98.' lie died of All)S-
related 
ciimplicat  ions in March at the 
age  
of
 
It
 
-29. is 
being  held under 
tight 
sciuritS
 at the
 
county  !ail \I, tide 
Ile 
in
 .IOS sentencing 
after  pleading 
guilts 
to 
the armed  
robbery
 
Vu 
ten
 the charges against Nash 
and Dile% 
were  filed. I)eputy Ihstrict 
-'xttou 
icy I RileA 
lias idson
 
said  
new 
V.  
itnesses  
had  
...wile
 
toi1k,Ild
 
hut
 de-
clined to 
identiis  them 
or 
discuss
 the 
ideuce
 
On 
Thursday, 
he
 
refused
 to say 
ssbether
 Thor -min w 
ill 
he
 
called  to 
testily
 against 
Nash.  
who
 
once
 
ins 
tied
 ses 
et
 
al Los 
Angeles  night-
clubs. 
Thorson's  
attorney
 in the 
robbery 
case.  Deputy
 Public 
Iklender 
Cathy 
Dreyl
 uss, 
also
 declined
 
comment.  
Weapons,
 shooting 
tactics  
mark
 
weekend
 
convention
 
I.AS VI,(
 
Ss
 
(AP)
 
Rambo  
clones  and nicicenaries
 spoiling
 
for a fight insaded a 
Strip hotel 
for the Soldier 
of
 Fortune conven-
tion
 this
 
weekend,  doting over 
...solii_  weapons and 
attending 
let: -
tines
 
on
 
battles to be won in far 
suit 
places.
 
Meanwhile,  
the 
promoter  
of 
the esent 
collected
 
donations  
in 
large glass
 
bottles
 to help 
fight a 
$9.4
 
million 
judgment  awarded 
by a *foul, court that ruled his 
Soldier 
Ill 
Fortune
 magazine
 was 
used to 
recruit
 a contract
 killer. 
The Sth annual convention was 
expected 
to
 draw several hundred 
...impetitors 
for a wide range of 
paiamilitary 
events.
 Some 7010 
ssits  us 
were expected to browse 
!though 
an
 exhibit hall filled 
with  
knises. stun guns.
 semi
-auto-
matic  
pistols,
 
high-powered
 
sniper
 rifles
 
arid 
assault 
weapons.  
The paiticipants have 
spent the 
past use
 days in shooting 
matches and learning 
survival,  
commando and defensive
 tech-
niques.
 
SCIllinars ranged from air open -
at 
i.ills
 in 
Nicaragua  
to Shi'ite and 
Middle East terrorism and new 
Soviet weaponry.
 
Participants donned helmets 
and wielded pugil sticks to knock 
each other into the swimming 
pool at the 
host Sahara Hotel. 
Sunbathers killed by the pool, 
watching
 instructors  
animued 
xx 
Ith  
heavy sticks teach 
defensive
 tech-
niques to convention 
delegates.
 
Conventioneers
 in 
camouflage  
clothing
 wandered 
through
 the 
hotel's casino or 
sat at a bar,  ex-
changing 
war stories. One grey-
haired 
lady,  clad in a cammy 
hat.
 
calmly slacks and jacket and a T -
shin touting 
The  Survival Store 
gun
 shop, huffed her way up a 
disabled  escalator  
to a convention 
area where some 
200 exhibitors 
were 
displaying  their weapons. 
Signs
 warned conventioneers
 
not  to carry 
their
 own guns into 
the exhibit area
 and attendees 
were also
 warned against carrying
 
concealed 
weapons on 
airplanes 
to and from Las Vegas.
 
Throughout
 the exhibit 
hall
 and 
registration
 areas were giant
 bot-
tles 
for donations
 to various
 
causes, including
 the Omega 
First  
Amendment 
Legal Fund. 
That money
 is to be 
used to 
fight a 
$9.4 million 
judgment  le-
vied 
against  Soldier 
of Fortune 
magazine  in a 
Houston. Texas
 
lawsuit.  
The 
lawsuit claimed that 
Rob -
en Black hired a 
hit  man through 
the magazine's personal
 services 
classified
 ads, and the hit man 
killed 
Black's  wife, Sandra Black 
of 
Bryan, Texas, on Feb. 21, 
19145. 
I
 
don't
 
want
 
a 
lot of 
hwe. 
I 
just
 
want 
something  I 
can count
 on,, 
Greg
 Rileyt Jniversity
 of 
North
 
CarolinaClass
 
of 
1989
 
S(Kne  
long
 
Llistance
 
panics
 promise 
\.(  
al 
the num.
 
hut 
WilaI Vi Ill 
Wally  
want
 is 
de-
pendable. 
lagh-quality
 
service.
 
that's  
What
 Al Kill get 
when
 
you  clk
 
xise
 
Am'r
 Long
 
Distaiwe  
Service.. 
at a cost 
that's a lot
 less 
than
 you 
think.
 Nix' 
can  
expect
 
kiw 
brig 
distance
 
rates,  2-4 
-11(mr 
(perator
 
assistance.
 clear
 ctiii-
nections
 
and  
immediate
 credit
 
lbr 
wrong  
numbers.
 And
 the 
assurance 
that virtuall\ 
all of 
vour
 
calls will 
go
 through 
the
 
iirst 
time. That 
s the genius
 of 
the Ala 
Virldwide
 
Intelligent
 
Network.
 
When
 its 
time
 to 
ilk  x 
firget
 the
 gamic ks 
and 
make
 
the 
intelligent  
choicc.vra
 
If 
youd  like 
to know 
more
 
about our 
products
 
or 
services,  
like 
International
 Calling
 and 
the 
AINI  Card,
 call us 
at 
I 800 222-0300.  
1.10.. 
=1' 
AT&T
 
The 
right
 
choice.
 
f. 
 
711 
01 
014 
cc 
Spartan 
Daily/Monday.
 
September 19,
 1988 
-a - 
Pape
 
Project:
 
Disadvantaged
 
students
 get 
help  
Fri On 
+age / 
not
 handle
 a 
full day
 of 
school 
or 
they
 had
 a 
part-time
 job 
with 
not 
much 
tune left
 for 
classes.  
Lucy Alms()
 
joined
 
the 
program
 
two
 weeks
 ago. 
"I wasn't 
going 
to 
school
 
because  
I didn't -like 
the 
long 
hours."
 she
 
said.  
Alonso.
 
17, 
lives
 in 
East
 San 
Jose
 
with 
friends. 
After  
she 
completes
 the 
high school  
equisalency
 
require-
ments she 
would
 like
 to work 
in 
a 
"nice 
clothes
 store
 
for  
girls."  
Another
 
student,
 
who
 
requested
 
anonymity..  plans to 
work
 
at IItM 
or 
Lockheed
 
when  
he
 finishes
 the
 pro-
erani.
 
The
 17
-year
-old  
gave
 a 
low 
wolf  
liktle
 to a 
passing
 
female  
student
 
md 
then 
said. 
"Fin  
pretty  
confident
 
in myself
 now." 
'Elie  
slight,
 
dark-haired
 
teenager  
hasn't ,ilv m'.s 
been
 
self-assured.
 He 
w. .is
 
recently  
expelled
 
from 
an 
Fasiside
 high school
 
because  of 
drug  
and 
attendance
 
problems.  
He spoke
 
in 
quick,  
jerky  
sentences
 and 
had 
trouble 
focusing  
his 
eyes for
 
more
 
than a few seconds 
"I was 
:ilia
 
a s 
cutting  
classes
 be-
cause
 I didn't
 like
 any 
of
 my 
teach-
ers." the 
ho 
y 
said
 as he 
shifted
 rest-
lessly
 in his 
chair. 
'Fo 
complete
 the 
program's
 Ian -
'The
 
students  have 
dropped
 out
 of 
school
 and 
are 
operating
 at a fifth
-
grade
 level.' 
- Peg 
Reed, 
co -director 
of 
Project  
Reads  
guage requirement. the teenager at-
tends
 a class
 called
 Self Awareness
 
and Values Evaluation (SAVE). 
"We 
talk  about communications
 
present 
ourselves in 
front of employ-
ers.''
 he 
said.  The 
adolescents  nick-
named the class "Save Ls Poor 
Protect 
Read  
students  also attend 
math 
and 
science  
courses
 four
 days a 
week for three hours. 
At 43, Terry 
Dawson
 is one 
of the 
older members of the program. 
Dawson enrolled three years ago 
be-
cause of a learning 
disability.
 She 
missed almost four years of basic 
schooling due to emotional
 prob-
lems. 
"When
 1 
was
 
able to go 
hack 
to 
 
lieople
 
poked fun at me and it 
xx is 
third 1,1 
study,"  Dav.'son 
said 
"I did really 
well
 in music and an. 
though.
  
Dawson plans to 
tutor third 
grad-
ers
 
alter earning her high school
 di-
ploma. She 
said  tutoring on a pan -
  basis would enable her
 to keep 
her 
social
 security benef 
"I love kids and I really
 enjoy tea-
ching," she said. 
Seholtes said she
 feels
 
challenged  
when she
 helps her students
 meet 
their goals. 
"I  want to be sure that l in not 
teaching them at a level below their 
capabilities."
  she said. 
Her students are sometimes be 
hind in academic skills, Seholtes 
said. 
hut they are often adept at 
humor. 
While working on fractions during 
a math class recently, one of the 
teenage students looked
 up and said. 
"I need a beer who here is 21'!" 
Project
 Reads has enrolled about 
75 students this 
semester.  About 35 
students attend classes daily.
 
Throughout
 the program's 
exis-
tence, 172 special 
education
 teacher 
and school psychologist trainees 
have gained experience working 
with 
the 
adult and 
adolescent stu-
dents. according to the program 
out-
line.
 
Legal:
 
A.S.  
Business
 Office  helps students 
From  
page
 I 
level of the 
Student  Litimin.
 Although 
the 
services 
are free, a 
refundable
 
310 is required 
to
 hold an 
appoint-
ment. 
On Mondays and 
Tuesdays  be-
tween 2 and 4:30 p.m.. Falcocchia
 
will give 
students legal 
advice  and 
referrals.  
The 
appointments  
are  15 -minute 
sessions 
in which
 
Falcocchia
 re-
% iew s any 
pertinent 
documents  
with
 
the 
student
 and determines
 if a case 
exists.
 He refers
 the 
student to 
the 
proper legal channels 
if 
necessary.  
"The ser% ice
 gives 
students
 
an 
idea
 what to 
do
 next.** said
 Lynn  
Jenah, 
the organization's
 book-
keeper.  
"It was 
used a lot last
 semester. 
and 
we expect the 
same
 thing to hap-
pen once 
things get 
started 
here."  
she 
said. 
Students  often
 don't know
 exactly 
what 
rights  they 
have,  according 
to 
Falcocchia.
 
"My 
job  is to 
point the 
student 
into 
the 
right  legal 
direction whether 
that 
means  going 
to
 court or 
solving
 
the 
dispute
 in another
 way." he 
said.  
Falcocchia 
said other 
options  exist 
besides 
taking a 
case  to 
court.
 City 
and
 county 
agencies  are 
sources of 
help that 
often  go unused,
 according 
to the 
attorney.
 
He 
cited the San
 Jose Housing
 
Service 
as an 
example
 of 
an
 alterna-
tive
 to legal 
recourse. 
"Many 
landlord/tenant
 
questions  
or 
problems
 can he 
handled
 by 
this
 
agency," he said. 
Falcocchia
 said 
he thinks 
the legal
 
counseling  
services
 are 
important  for 
students.
 
"After 
all, 
students
 have 
enough 
problems
 just 
getting 
an 
education  
without
 
worrying  
about  legal
 prob-
lems.  too."
 he 
said. 
L.A.
 pays
 
homeless
 after cops 
destroy 
possessions
 
LOS 
XNGELES
 
(API
 
FortY-
one homeless 
people
 whose 
posses -
ions
 
weie
 
destroyed
 during 
a 
police
 
sweep 
v, ill 
receive
 $500 each 
according  to terms
 of a settlement
 
that
 may free some 
from life on the 
:street.  
' The city 
admitted no 
wrongdoing  
.111
 the 
agreement.  
which  
provides
 
S70.518)
 to he 
divided
 among 
those 
.01,A:it:LI
 by 
the 
June  sweep. 
City  of-
t 
ic 
its
 
confirmed
 the 
settlement
 
Thursday
 hut declined
 to comntent.
 
Although
 the 
agreement
 doesn't
 
:t!uarantee 
that such 
sweeps  won't
 be 
conducted
 again, lawyers
 
represent-
ing the 
homeless 
said it is 
an impor-
hint 
victory 
that 
should
 
discourage  
Trom 
similar  
seizures.
 
"I 
believe 
this has
 already
 al-
ected the 
attitude  and 
practice  of po-
lice 
everywhere
 in this 
city.**  
said 
attorney
 
James H. Da% is. 
who 
filed 
the claims on 
behalf ot 
the
 homeless 
men and
 women. 
Davis 
said the 
settlement
 may 
be
 
the
 first of 
its kind. 
Police  
disputed  
claims  that
 the set-
tlement
 would
 affect 
city 
policy.
 
however,
 and 
Cmdr.  
William
 Booth,
 
a police 
spokesman,
 said 
officers  
will 
continue  to 
enforce  the 
law that 
prohibits 
sleeping  on 
city  sidewalks.
 
The $500 
represents a 
glimmer of 
hope  for 
the 
recipients,
 
many
 of 
whom 
said they 
would 
use  it to 
find
 
permanent
 shelter.
 
"We're  
going  to get
 a place 
and 
get 
married."
 said 
Joseph 
Wilson.  
27. 
of his plans
 for the 
money. 
"I'm trying
 to get 
ahead. I'm 
try-
ing 
to have a 
future."  said 
Wilson, 
who 
added he 
has  been 
sleeping  on 
the  
street
 while 
studying  word
 pro-
cessing  
at
 
National  
Technical  
School.
 
Joseph 
Gabriel,  48, 
said  he hopes 
to "get 
a place and 
get off the 
street. 
The 
streets
 are making me 
old. 
Although the 
payment may. pro 
vide 
at least 
temporary 
relief
 
to
 
sonic, it is not a cure, an 
actik  1st 
warned.
 
"Five
 
hundred
 dollars 
is
 not
 going 
to gel 
anybody
 off 
the 
street."
 
said  
Ted 
Hayes.
 an 
organizer  
of the 
homeless
 and 
one of 
the 41 
to file 
a 
claim  
against  
the city.
 "It's 
cliche 
answers
 like 
this that
 are 
part
 of the
 
problem."
 
The claims 
resulted
 from a police 
sweep of two 
homeless  camps lo-
cated in the 
shadow
 of City Hall. 
Authorities said they 
gave  an esti-
mated
 50 people 30 
minutes
 to clear 
out, but 
many  were away looking for 
food
 or work. They 
returned to find 
that
 their possessions 
including  
medicine, identification
 papers and 
clothing  
- were gone.
 
Classified 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
;NEED
 
MEDICAL INSURANCE, We 
have plans with 
quality coverage 
. at &fordable prices 
Cell Mark Fli. 
Ice. 1408l943.9190
 tor a no oblige-
' 
lion  quote 
'PUT 
YOUR  CAREER INTO HIGH 
GEAR' Register your resume now 
with the protessionsi
 career pro-
gram Call 
(4001 
243-4070  for de
-
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN 
Enroll 
now,  Save your t.th. eyes 
 
and money loo For inforrnatiOe
 
and brochure see A S office or 
 call 
14081371.6811
 
AUTOMOTIVE  
410 DODGE OMNI. 4
 
.pd
 Make offer 
Call Bob
 at 287.9588 days, 629-
E161 evenings 
:80
 
TOYOTA
 TERCEL 5 sod, A C. nice 
 AM EM cassette. 51,350 or beet 
 offer Call 
Victor
 /Ina 993.1567 
'75 TOYOTA 
COROLLA AM FM radio 
:0 cassette Good cond 
. $500 
. 
Call
 29541537 or 298-0413 
 
FOR 
SALE 
GETS
 HIM TO PUT 
DOWN  the TOILET 
SEAT" 
Send $2 to 
OK
 Produc.
 
lions, 
PG
 Box 
360190.
 Milpitas 
Ca 95035 
Do it 
TODAY'
 
HELP 
WANTED  
;AUTOMATED 
VAC EOPMT 
OPERA-
TORS needed on 
graveyd  shift 
and 
weekend
 shin (28-40 
hr
 work 
week) Requires
 1.3 yrs 
reach
 
or 
elec 
assembly  up or 
equIv
 eel In 
the sciences 
or computer prog 
Must 
be a U S citizen 
We
 offer 
100% 
education
 
relmb Cell 
415 
493-1600,  x445 
VARIAN 
Cull
 DCARE POSITIONS
 AVAILABLE. 
$5 
to
 $8 
hr 
PT rr poellions 
Northern 
California  Nannies,
 175 
San Antonio
 Rd. Lou 
Altos. Ca 
94022  (415) 
949-2931  (415) 
949-
2933 
COUNSEL 
OR -GROUP 
HOME  for 
au-
tistic 
children 
15 his wk,
 6AM. 
9AM. 
Mon.Fri
 Call 
F 9-5 et 377 
5412
 or 3771404 
HAM OYMENT
 
OPPORTUNITIES  
Apply 
at MARIE 
CAI I 
ENDERS,
 
2831 
Meddler,  Ave 
ENGINEERING MAJORS
 
Interested
 in 
 chance to get 
real 
world 
expert. 
enc,  during 
your  
senior
 
year,  
Frit.i.
 ay has 
en 
opportunity
 for 
you to 
work
 in  
monulacturing  
environment
 
as  
Student
 
Engi 
near Our San Jose 
fecility has 
many maintenance and
 produc-
tion
 protects 
that 
need comp). 
lion In 
addition  to the 
xperlence, 
well pay
 you $10 an 
hour
 If your 
interested,  walk over to the Coop -
&relive Education Dept 
located In 
Building 
0, and submit  resume 
ENTERTAINMENT SALES
 Days. full 
Inns It typing 10 key 
some  
knowledge
 rock 
to ballet Will 
train, apply in person tor
 sop 
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE. 912 
Town 
& Cntry Village,
 10-5PM  
IDFAl 
HOURS GUARANTEED $8 hr 
Make
 up lo 
$11 hr 
plus  
BO-
NUSES Soli benefit 
show  tickets 
by phone from our
 San Jose of-
fice 
Mon -Fri 5 
30-900 
PM
 Sal 9-
1PM. 
Call  Duncan 
at
 984-0402 
LIFEGUARDS
 SEASONAL &
 
year
 
round positions 
evaileble now 
Salary Lifeguards  
$5.50-14
 40 hr 
Pool
 Managers
 
$7
 00-$8 60 hr 
Cell 942-2470
 
LOOKING FOR 
BRIGHT.
 motivated, 
enthusiastic
 person interested In 
an Internship in marketing, dver 
Using & public relations Work for 
credit
 Great opportunity  tor 
greet  
esperience,
 lots of .plfts Con. 
tact Tony Sgro,
 Any Mou tar 
Ltd 255-6162 
MAINTENANCE 
ASSISTANT positions 
needed In Student 
Union.  15.20 
hrs per week
 Basic mechanical 
skills needed Contact the Direc-
tor's Office. 3rd Floor Student 
Union  
MAJOR
 ONE
 NEEDS enrollers
 ir col 
lege rnstr 
chrg  plan 
PO 
6150.Bon-
sall,Ce 92001 (819)7584888 
SSNEED
 
CASH,  $500 St 000
 stuffing 
envelopes' 
GUARANTEED'
 Rush 
stamped addressed envelope to 
Mall -Co Box e02678 50 Port-
land, Or 97202 
PART TIME PRE
 SCHOOL teacher' 
Hobbit Day Nursery, 571 N 3rd St 
2-6PM.
 
pays hr Must Mau ECE 
units Call Meg at 286-0843 
RECEPTIONIST,
 
part-time
 Type 
45wpm. Eng Spanish xp helpful 
Close lo SJSU Dr Horner,296 
6092 
RECEPTIONIST WORD PROCESSOR 
needed, (light errands)
 near 
downtown restaurant Morning.
 
Great student ow Cell 
2004)61
  
RETAIL SALES""" FT 
PT in PAS. 
TA CHEESE shop 
and Michel, 
ware shop
 at OLD MIL L Pub
 mkt 
In
 
Mt View Call John or Joe at 
14019286-2943  
RETAll 
SALES
 
Pt
 
quality
 
persons
 
F xper preferred 
Apply 
at 
I AT 
T AS, Valley Fair Mall, 984.1645 
SECURITY 
OFFICERS AND PA TfICK 
DRIVERS Full and pert lime 
posi-
tions. all shills No uperience 
needed
 We 
train Apply 
MonFri  
AM.5PM,
 
780 Merklian Ave 
. San  
Jose 
STUDENT
 ADMINISTRATIVE
 ASSIS. 
TANT
 
Job description and wok 
cation available in 
Student
 Acliv 
ties 
& Services  Office, 
Old  CAF 
15 
hrs  wk. between 8-5. M.F. ul. 
ary 5505-15 50 hr Must hue 
completed 1 year on campus 
Deadline 
for applying 
Suit  23 
TEACHER AIDE INSTRUCTOR Fun 
P T I n g  position in elm 
schools 
Seeking responsible students 
Call Ellen 
2494060 
TEACHER', 
AIDE
 PRESCHOOL 
$5 
25 
h.
 T Th, 8A14-4PM
 Co-tea-
cher. 12 ECE units. 562S hr City 
of Milpitas, 942.2470 
TELEMARKETING" Appointment set. 
Ong Port 
lime.
 
$200  WO POSSI-
BLE. DAILY 
CASH
 WolkIng dis 
lance from 
campus  
Afternoon & 
evening 
shItts suitable Good 
voice & personality Call RICH et 
998-4526 
TELEMARKETING 
PT
 Make up to 
$200
 Leidy or more BONUSES' 
Xclnt 
working
 cond. 280-0454  
THE VELVET CREAMERY 
RESTAU.  
RANT 
is now
 accepting spplica. 
none for 
weltpersons & 
counter
 
help
 
LocalS in the 
MIlpn. Town 
Center behind Marshall 
soft
 Cala-
verous
 Blvd Call 945-9895 
WAITRESS NEEDED JAPANTOWN 
Cali NOBU al 287 5944 
WHY  COOK, Be  
sorority  hasher 
Good meals plus' Must work Mon-
days Call 
292-0845   
HOUSING
 
MALE STUDENT, 2 rrn 
furnished  apt . 
7 bike 
Inn campus Util 
pd. 
5350 rrio Serious 
quiet  student 
only.
 617 S 8th St 
ROOM FOR RENT  In 
new 
home for  
quiet  raw collage 
student Ekc 
I. In Evgn HIlls. 
ewe 15 min frm 
SJSU 1385
 rno  
md utlI 
&
 
deP 
Coll 274-5642
 eves 
BORM  APT
 neer
 campus
 $400 
deposit UtItillos paid Call 993. 
9132 between 3-6PM 
1920's
 DECORATOR APARTMENT 1. 
1 2 
bedroom,  long term 
pre
 
-
farm,
 Mature. 
financially
 report. 
sIble, clean, quiet & sober only. 
single
 occupancy $495. $650
 de-
posit 
551$ 6th ST 293-0969
  
LOST AND FOUND  
DST"
 SORORITY 
BADGE.  XANDA 
horseshoe w pearls Lost
 Sept 
17th between
 RCA Scienc Bldg 
If found 
please call TAMMY
 
at 
779-9660 RF WARD OFF! PIED 
PERSONALS
 
CATHOLIC NEWMAN
 
COMMUNITY
 
MASS on Sunday evenings al 
6 301 8 00 PM. Campus Christie, 
Center, 101h & San Carlos For 
more Into
 
about  other 
activities
 
call Father Bob Leger 
or Slater 
Judy Ryan
 
at 298-0204 
ELECTROLYSIS  
CLINIC -Unwanted 
heir 
removed permanently Conn. 
dentist by appointment
 only, 247. 
7486, 335 S Beywood Ave. 
San 
Jo. 
EXAM FILES Ion Professors 
through-
out the USA Ever" 
problems
 w 
the professors own detailed soh, 
lions Available for 8 Engineering 
courses, 
FIT  Calculus, 
General
 
and Organic Chemistry. 
Physics.
 
& more 20 different books
 evell. 
ably
 
at Spartan 
Elks
 (downstelm)
 
& Roberts Bookstore 
GRISSLE' Are you  THROBBING,  
fl 
flatly You.. 18' HAPPY BIRTH-
DAY' I love 
you. SCRUFFA' 
LUTHERAN  CAMPUS WORSHIP every 
Sunday evening et 10.00 PM at 
Campus Christian 
Center. 10th & 
San Carlo. For more information 
about activities. call 
Rev Norb 
Snaky 
David  
Rose
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Greg Beda 
LOOK, MAE! I MAC* 
A GIRAFFE! 
WHA-r  
DID YOU SHAPE YOul-Z 
GUM 
INTO?  
Berke Breathed 
Classified 
FIrnhaber
 at 
298-0204  
WOULD LICE
 TO find a FEMALE com-
panion
 to live with  
handicapped  
men 
if you 
are  interested
 call 
Brian after
 4PM. 298-2308 
408-9764002  
 
THE 
SOUTH BAY BULLETIN 
BOARD NOW THERE 
IS A 
FAST
 and easy way to meet
 gui-
lty people
 for romance 
or 
friendship
 Social and sports part-
ners 
are also available You  may
 
choose lo leave
 your own rnes.
 
sage or hear so 
different
 mes-
sages 
left
 by others 
You  don't 
Sane
 to doll alone
 Someone spe-
cial is welting 
to
 
meet you Hurry' 
Call today' Must be over 18 
years  
52
 any loll 
SERVICES
 
BENEFIT  FROM A 
PROFESSIONAL  
MASSAGE' Using a variety 
of the-
rapeutic 
techniques  to bring 
about
 vilellty and
 spirit
 Specializ-
ing 
in
 chronic
 pain.
 stress, and 
movement 
dysfunction
 Sliding 
tee 
scale for the 
handicapped  
Strictly 
nonsexual
 Call 371.1433
 
or 395-3560 
EDITING 
PROOFREADING 
RE. 
SEARCH 
quality
 work Reasons 
ble tees Call Dee at 292-7029
 
ELECTROLYSIS' 
Professional  HAIR 
remove!.  the only 
permanent
 
method Ask 
about the 
special
 
discount for
 FALL 
Complimen-
tary consulation
 by appointment 
Call 296-0931" 
Join WSFCU 
Your student Credit
 
Union-beneftts
 
include
 
Tultion 
Books
-Computer  
Loans
 Corn -
penny.
 Savings Rates 
Free  
Chock
 Writing 
Coshing
 iifilanu 
lecturer
 s Hanover GSL S Ve-
tueble 
Member Privileges
 Call 
947-7273 or drop by 
our  office at 
8th
 and
 San 
Salvador  
PROFESSIONAL
 
DISC  JOCKEY
 by 
Desiree 
Michel. formerly
 of 
KSJS  
You 
ve
 got Inc
 party, 
we v cut
 
the 
music' Michel 
Productions  
provides  a wide variety
 of music 
for 
your wedding 
party  or dance 
at reasonsble 
rates Call Desiree 
or Phil at 
249-2820  or 922.7359
 
WRITING,
 RESEARCH 
SERVICES 
Academic thesis 
assistance 
Ghostwriting  All 
subjects  Qual-
ified 
writers  
Resumes Re-on). 
leg 
Catalog Berkeley 
(415) 
841.  
5036
 
TYPING 
AAAA-ACCURACY,
 
ACHIEVEMENT.
 
ACCOUNTABIL  ITY. 
ACKNOWL
  
EDGEABLE
 in typing that's
 tops 
Trust 
TONY 
796aoar Thanks
 
si 
50
 per page double 
spaced 
Available seven 
days weekly 
Quick
 turnaround All work guar-
anteed Thanks 
AAH'
 When ovewhelmed
 by reports to 
be typed, RELAX
 AND LEAVE 
THE 
TYPING  to me 
Graduate  end 
undergrad 
Resumes,  term pa-
pers. 
theses. reports of all kinds
 
STUDENT rates for 
undergrads  
Available
 day. eves 
weekandS
 
by
 
appl  Call Anna at 972-4992 
A A1 SECRETARY 
with computer 
Close to school Available 
night 
and day Rush jobs are 
my speci 
silty 
Call
 P.m al (400)225-5025
 or 
140111225-9009
 
A 
BEAUTIFUL  PAPER EVERY TIME' 
Professional
 word.prociming
 
services  with student 
discounts 
available Offer fast 
turneround. 
pickup & delivery, 
grammar edit 
ing 
end 
guarantee
 
copy
 Call 
Painets
 al 
(408)9443862 to re-
serve your lime now 
ABSTRACT  WE'RE NOT'
 
Academic  
word
 processing our 
specially  
Guaranteed 
quality 
accuracy  
Fru disk 
storage  proofing 
Roe-
sonable rates 
We
 re lastdepen-
debit, 
grammar-esperienced  Col. 
iege 
grads.
 so call us with 
papers,  
reports,  theses leap 
Science), 
etc 
.1
 
251.0449
 
ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL dusk
-
lop publishing & . word process 
utilixing  IBM hardware.HP Series°
 
Laser. Word Perfect 4 7 & 
orPsge 
Maker Paperstheals.resumes re-
ports & group projects welcome 
Reas rates 7
 
win frni campus nr 
280 680 To ensure yr pope, s 
completion on schedule reserve 
yr time early
 PJ-923-2309 
ACADEMIC WORD 
PROCESSING  and 
tranaciptIon  Experienced thesis 
typist XI% STUDENT 
DISCOUNT  
By spot Chrystal 
51
 
923.0461
 
ALL YOUR 
TYPING  NEEDS 
MET Term 
papers. theses
 
resumes, letters 
No charge minor
 editing Rates by 
page hour 
or
 job Former legal 
secretary Write Type-972.9430 
-A TYPING SERVICE
 Reasonable 
W.
 Free disk storage Free 
pick-up 
end  delivery Call 270 
8936 
CALL LINDA TODAY for 
experienced.  
professional word 
processing
 
Laser printer,  cassette transcrip 
non Thee., term papers,
 group 
projects. resumes. etc 
All for 
mats
 including 
PA All
 work 
guaranteed Quick 
return Alms. 
du Branham area Prior. 26.-
4504 
ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING 
Thesis
 
specielista
 Also term pa. 
pers, manuscripts.
 screenplays, 
resumes,  repetitive letters, tran. 
scriptIon
 Free SPFL CHEN. copy 
edll disc storage Quick
 turn. 
around Santa Clara Call 24E-
5825 
EVERGREEN WORDPROCESSING 
and typing 
.rvIces
 On -campus 
pickup del L eller gust
 Term pa-
pers 
(5200
 p 
dbi  ap Lgroup pro-
jects. theses resumes (5,0 001. 
letters. etc APA. 
MLA Turebien 
formals
 
Out&  quer (75 yrs 
41, 
) 
Cell
 Roe (406)274.3684
 
(leave
 message) 
EXPERIENCED 
SECRETARY  lor your
 
tiCedemic,buslnss.legsti
 
word 
processing needs Term papers 
reports. 
ruurnes.lefters  group 
projects,manuals.lhe.s 
etc let' 
ter quality' All formats plus APA 
Free disk storage SPE& CHF. 
.puncluation.grammar  assis 
lance
 All work guaranteed 
For 
that professional quick & depend.
 
able
 worry-fru service al its best. 
call PAM 
at
 247-2681 (Santa Clara) 
AFFORDABLE STUDENT & FAC 
Ut TV RATES' 
GO WITH THE 
BEST' Take advantage 
of our expertise Top secretarial 
service
 for 
all your 
WORD
 pro. 
cessing 
needs  Graphics, letters 
reports. manuscripts resumes, 
term papers theses 
Editing.  
runnier
 & 
spell 
checking  
All
 
work done on a 
PSI 
riser 
Printer, 
or 
printing  from your di. Both 
IBM & Mac II computers Special 
student
 discount' 
Call 
Printy
 s 
WORDWORKS ad 
753-5r4o903
 or 
253 -WORK
 
INFORMATION 
'AKE
 MAGIC Word 
processing
 editing research re
-
SUMO&
 
on-line 
searching.
 HOW 
graphics. quick 
reference  librer 
Ian with MLS Call 
1408)732.7192 
PAGEWISE WORD PROCESSING
 
AND EDITING Have 
MA in Eng 
lish. 5 yrs up and e haunting ob-
session
 with 
doing  il right' FREE 
CAMPUS
 PICKUP & 
DELIVERY 
Students. 
faculty  writers 
bust
 
nese
 prof is
 Eap d with PSI *MI. 
ens 
FOR  rewrite too 
Get  Page-
Wise' 
(408)732.4645  
This year call a 
typist who is experi 
enced in Al I formats
 including 
APAINURSING DEPT
 
I 
for 
ALL 
your 
typing
 needs ( 
THESES)
 
Call
 I 
inda The Write
 Type 280-
5161 8AM
 lOPM. Mon -Sal ou del 
twice 
daily  
WORD 
PROCESSING paper,.  re 
some. manuscripts
 form letters 
Fsperienced 
professional  Free 
SPEl
 I ING 
CHECK disk  
storage
 
Call 
996-8871  
AreimmaimaimmmmumminamommamiddimmimmaimmtimmiadmioNsmiimmanmom
 
ma% 
Print
 
Your  
Ad
 Here 
Ad 
Rates  
',ornately
 30 
leth   
Minimum three lines
 on one day 
One Two Three 
Day 
Days Days 
Ilines
 
$390 $480
 
$525
 
'lies 
$480 $5 70 56 15 
, 
nes  
$5 70 $660 $700 
? I, I 
ines
 
$6
 55 57 
50
 $7 90 
? 
Lcrt  Additional Line 
Add $ 90 
 
4111 
mammon  
Four
 
Days 
$5
 
50 
$640
 
Si 30 
$8 10 
Five
 
Days 
$5 
75
 
$660 
57 50 
$640
 
ftmester  Rates (All 
Issues)  
5-9 lines $60 
00
  10.14 
Lines
 $70 00 
15 
Plus Lines
 590 00 
Phone  924.3277 
Circle a 
Classification  
Announcements
 
Automotive 
Travel 
Stereo 
Help
 
Wanted
 
Housing 
For
 
Sale  
Typing 
Each
 
Extra 
Day  
$I 00 
SI 
15
 
$1 30 
31 45 
Personals  
Services
 
Lost
 8 
Found  
Print
 
Name__
 
Address____
 
City 
8 
State -
f 
nclosed
 
S   
  1 
SENT/CHECK
 MONEY ORDER 
OR 
CASH
 TO 
SPARTAN
 
DAILY
 
CLASSIFIEDS
 
San 
Jose
 State
 
University  
San 
Jose,  
California
 
95192 
Classified  
Desk 
Located Inside
 
01314208
 
 
Deadline
 
Two
 days
 prior
 to 
publication 
 
Consecutive
 
pubtscation
 dates
 only 
 
No 
refunds
 
on
 
cancelled
 
ads  
ommosummisomenamomemommosemmemmossumemmeematmenn
 
'age
 
10
 
r 
Monday.
 
September
 
19, 
19/ill/Spartan
 Daily 
r-
Drew 
expanded  
three-day 
event! 
Student 
['talon  
Ballroom.
 
San Jose 
State  
TIlUrsday,
 
September  22 
12:30
 PSI 
to 
2:30 
PM 
Sleet
 
with  
Health and 
['Liman Services 
Employers. 
CAREER
 
EXPLORATION
 
Different  
employers
 
each  
day!
 
Orer
 2110
 
organization.%
 
will 
provide  
illfill'IllilliMi
 
WI a 
carien. 
af 
careers. 
uesday,
 
September
 20, 
and 
Wednesday,  
September
 
21 
10 
AM
 to 3 
PM 
Meet
 with 
Business,
 
Industry,
 
Government,
 
and 
Education
 
Employers.
 
Explore
 
career,  
internship  and volunteer
 
opportunities
 available
 
in 
today's
 
job 
market.
 
A.
 L. Williams
 
AT&T
 
Adult
 and 
Child  Guidance 
Center  
Advanced
 Micro Devices,
 Inc. 
Alameda
 County Sheriffs
 Department 
Alexian
 Brothers
 
Hospital  
Allstate  Insurance
 Co. 
American 
Cancer 
Society  
Apple 
Computer, 
Inc. 
American
 Lung 
Association 
American  
Red 
Cross  
Army 
Materiel 
Command
 
Arthur 
Andersen
 & Co. 
Arthur
 Young 
& Co. 
Automatic  Data 
Processing  (ADP) 
Avantek, 
Inc. 
Bank of America, 
NT & SA 
Bay 
Area  
Lupus  
Foundation  
Black & 
Decker,
 Inc. 
Bob's
 Big Boy West 
(Marriott
 Corp.) 
California  Air 
Resources  
Board  
California  
Casualty Insurance 
California 
Department of Social. 
Services  
Cal.`ornia El Camino 
Real 
Association
 
of Occupational 
Health
 Nurses 
California  
Highway Patrol 
California
 Public
 
Utilities
 
Commission  
Cal,fornia  
State 
Personnel
 Board 
California
 
State Water 
Resources  
Control
 
BoaA1
 
CALT  
RAM  
p 
Fire
 
ramaign
 California 
catholic 
Charities  
of 
Santa  
'Otter 
County  
Centre for Living with Dying 
Children's
 
*vital
 at Stanford 
CIGNA,
 
Co. 
City of 
Freleont  
Clairol,
 
Inc. 
CommunitiltSsociation
 
for 
Retarded, 
. (C.A.R.) 
Comm 
unity 
mpanions 
Communit  
ospital
 of the 
Monterey
 
Peninsula
 
Community
 
Kids
 
to 
Camp,  Inc. 
Community  
Services
 Agency 
of Mt. 
View  & Los
 Altos 
Coopers & 
Lybrand
 
Crawford  
Pimentel
 & 
Co.,
 Inc. 
Dalmo
 Victor Division 
Defense
 Contract 
Audit  
Agency  
Deloitte
 Haskins
 
& Sells 
Department  of Health 
Services
 
Domain
 Technology 
Dominican
 Santa Cruz Hospital 
Dun
 & 
Bradstreet
 
EDS  
ESL,
 Inc.
 
Eastfield  Ming 
Quong,
 Inc. 
East 
Valley  Community Clinic,
 
Inc. 
Education 
Programs
 
Associates, Inc.
 
El Camino
 Hospital  
Emporium 
- 
Capwell
 
FMC
 
Corp.  
Federal
 
Bureau  
of
 
Investigation
 
First
 
Deposit
 Corp. 
First
 
Interstate  Bank 
Fleming
 
Companies,
 Inc. 
Foothill
-De
 Anza Community 
College
 Dist. 
Foot
 
Locker
 
Ford
 
Aerospace  
Frank,
 
Rimerman
 & Co. 
Franklin
-McKinley  Elementary School 
Dist.  
Fremont
 
Unified
 School Dist. 
Friends
 
Outside  In Santa Clara 
County  
Frito-Lay,
 Inc. 
Furry
 
Friends
 
Foundation
 
G. 
I. 
Trucking
 Co. 
General
 
Electric
 Co. 
Gilroy
 
Unified
 School
 
Dist.  
Gladman
 
Memorial  
Hospital
 
Grant  
Thornton
 
Growth  
& 
Opportunity,
 Inc. 
Hayward 
Unified
 
School
 
Dist. 
Hewlett-Packard
 
Co. 
Highland
 
General
 
Hospital
 
Home 
Federal  
Savings
 and 
Loan
 
Hope 
Rehabilitation
 
Services
 
Hospice
 
of 
the  Valley 
Household
 
Finance
 Corp.
 
Hyatt 
Hotels
 
- 
Palo  
Alto
 & San
 
Jose
 
IBM 
Corp.  
IBM 
Rolm 
Systems
 
Intel
 Corp.
 
Internal
 Revenue 
Services  
J. 
C.
 
Penney
 Co., Inc. 
Japanese
 
American
 
Community
 
Senior
 
Services
 of 
San
 
Jose/Yu-Ai
 
Kai  
Jesuit
 
Volunteer
 
Corps:
 
Southwest
 
Jewish
 
Family  
Services
 
of
 
Santa  
Clara 
County
 
Kainos  
Home
 and
 
Training
 
Center
 
Kaiser
 
Permanente
 
Kelly 
Services,
 
Inc. 
Lawrence
 
Livermore
 
National
 
Laboratory
 
Lockheed
 DataPlan, Inc. 
LOChheed
 
Missiles 
& Space Co., Inc. 
Lockheed
 Technical
 
°MOM
 Co., 
kic. 
Loral  Raba
 Mil
-Spec
 
Computers 
Louie
 Rich 
Co. 
MoDonotra
 
Corp.  
lAcOariald'il 
Accounting  Career  
Mibinnell 
Douglas  
Corp./OcitigMe  Aircraft 
 Madeline J. 
Collishaw
 
Center  
March of Dimes
 
Birth  
Defects 
Foundadon
 
Martinson
 
Child 
DevOpMent
 
Center
 
Mercy Heallfi Care4lacrimento
 
Merritt 
Petalta
 Medial 
Center  
Mervyn's
 
Department
 Store 
Mid -Peninsula 
YWCA' Rape Crisis Center 
Mission  
Oaks 
Hospitii
 
Modern
 Office Machined Mk 
Moore Business  Forms & Systems 
Division 
Motorola Computer Systems,
 Inc. 
Napa State 
Hospital 
National Credit Union 
Administration
 
National Semiconductor
 
Corp.  
New United
 
Motor 
Manufacturing,
 Inc. 
Nordstrom  
Norris, Beggs & 
Simpson
 
Northeast 
Apparel,  
Inc. 
Northern Telecom
 Inc. 
Northwestern
 Mutual 
Life  
Insurance  Co. 
Oakland
 Police Department 
O'Connor
 
Hospital
 
Office of the
 Auditor General
 
Pacific
 Bell 
Pacific
 Gas and
 Electric Co. 
Pacific Presbyterian Medical
 Center 
Pajaro Valley 
Unified  
School
 
Dist.  
Parents
 Helping Parents, Inc. 
Pathway
 Society,
 Inc. 
Peace Corps 
Peat Marwick Main 
& Co. 
Peninsula Children's Center 
Peninsula 
Conservation
 
Center
 
Physicians'  
Community  Hospital 
Price 
Waterhouse  & Co. 
Queen of 
the  Valley 
Hospital
 - 
Napa
 Valley Medical Center 
Rehabilitation Mental Health 
Services,
 Inc. 
Revlon, Inc 
SRI
 International 
STD 
Hotline  
National
 
Saint  Mary Medical Center 
Salinas Valley 
Memorial  Hospital 
San 
Bernardino  County 
Department 
of 
Mental
 Health 
San Francisco
 Department 
of 
Public  
Health 
San
 Jose 
Day  
Nursery  
San 
Jose
 
Fine Arts Office 
San
 Jose 
Medical
 Center 
San Jose 
Medical  Group 
San 
Jose  Parks and 
Recreation  
San Jose
 
Unified  
School Dist. 
Santa 
Clara  
County
 Office of 
Education
 
Santa Clara 
Police  Department 
Santa 
Clara  Valley Medical
 
Center  
Santa 
Clara  Valley 
Water  District 
Santa
 
Cruz  City Schools 
Savin/Better
 
Office Systems 
Sears, Roebuck
 and Co. 
Senior Day
 Health Program 
of 
Palo 
Alto 
Sequoia
 
Hospital
 
Sherwin -Williams 
Sigma 
Circuits,  Inc. 
Siliconix
 
Slakey  
Bros.,  Inc. 
Spectra
-Physics,  Inc. 
State
 
Compensation
 Fund Insurance 
State
 Farm Insurance
 Co. 
Sun Microsystems, Inc. 
Support
 
Network
 for 
Battered 
pm
 
en
 
Syntex Corp. 
Tandem  
Con
 
pL.:e :;. 
Inc. 
Tandy 
Corp./R
 
ad
 lo Slack 
The 
Fairmont
 Hotels
-San
 
Jose...Aii
 
The 
Good  
Samaritan
 
Hospital!'  
The Old Spaghetti Factory 
The Pallotti-Hecker
 
Center
 
The  
Pillsbury
 C 
The 
Saq  
Jose
 Conservation  
Corps' 
Touche  
Ross
 & Co. 
U. 
S. 
Akkrce
 
U. 
S.
 Air -Fern 
Profe 
U.S. 
Army  
U. S. Comptroller of the 
U. S. 
inistration 
U.
 S. General
 Accounting 
Office 
U. S. 
Geological
 Survey 
U. S. 
Marine
 Corps 
U. 
S.
 Navy 
(Health Professions) 
U. S. 
Navy  
Officer
 
Programs
 
U. 
S.
 Office
 of Personnel Management 
U. S. 
Postal 
Service  
U. S. 
Probation
 Service 
UARCO, 
Inc.  
Underwriters  Laboratories 
Inc. 
United 
Airlines
 
United Cerebral
 Palsy 
Association
 
United Parcel Service 
United 
Technologies/Chemical  
Systems
 
United Way of 
Santa  Clara 
County  
Upjohn Health Care Services 
Valley Memorial 
Hospital  
Varian
 
Associates,
 
Inc. 
Varsity
 Scouting-
 Boy 
Scouts of 
America  
Volunteer Exchange of 
Santa Clara
 County 
WOMA, 
The Woman's 
Alliance
 
Wallace Computer Services, Inc. 
Washington 
Hospital  
Watkins -Johnson Co. 
Western Digital  Corp. 
Westinghouse
 
Electric  Marine Division 
Westinghouse
 Electric Supply Co. 
Westinghouse
 Hanford
 Co. 
Wheeler 
Hospital  and 
South 
Valley Hospital 
Wiltron
 
Co.
 
Xerox Corp. 
Coordinated
 by SJSU
 Career
 
Planning
 and 
Placement
 Center, whose services are provided
 without 
regard to race, color, religion,sex, 
sexual  onertation, 
national
 origin, age, 
or
 disability. 
CAREER EXPLORATION
 DAYS 
Prize Drawing 2:30 PM 
Must be present to 
win  
Name:
 
Major: 
LIMIT - 1 ticket 
per  day 
